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Greetings
To buzzers, non-buzzers, workers,
queens, to drones even; to both the stinging
and stingless of the Apis mellifica within
the busy Hive on the Hill, ---Greetings! We
offer you here neither buds nor blossoms,
but may you find it sweeter than honey or
the honey comb to dip and sip from these
leaves!

JOHN THOMAS CAINE, JR.

. rE

John T. Caine, Jr.

~'

",ior member ,f the Faculty, the only one who" unbroken
term of service to our Alma Mater dat es from the founning
~ of the Institution,-from a time ~Yhcn the corner-stone was
- - not laid and our Campus was an olive-gray sage-brush waste ,
the haunt of the jack-rabbit and the coyote. The man who has seen
generation after gent'ration of faculty mern bel's and students come
and go, and who by his instinctive sympathetic kindness, his friendly
interest and inexhaustible patience, has won for himself U'Ilnumbered
hosts of friends among all classes. His sweetness of spirit and cheerful optimism are still a source of inspiration to all who enjoy the
privilege of associating with him. His life long devotion to education
and to the Utah Agricnltlll'al College has not preventen him from
cultivating his hobby for pure bred Jel'sey cows and the ideal country
life; neither has it kept him from performing the dlltie<; of a loyal
citizen, husband, and father. To Professor John Thomas Caine, Jr. ,
whom we deilight to honor while he is yet among us, we, the Class of
1912, affectionately im;cribe this volume.
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John Thomas Caine, Jr.

GI

N the da."s of the pl'ehistoric "Celtic Supl'cmacy" in 'Western
ELU'ope. the ancestors of Professor Caine roved the heathery
uplands and bogg'y ,,·ilrls. sallied from their huts and eaves.
girt with leather armor. and fought with the wildest. TheIr
primitive weapons rang in the (lin of battles long ago. Ancient mossy
cairns now and then yicld up the moldering bones and dolichocephalie
skulls of these savage warriors. Th e erudite archaeologist ponders
long and deeply in vain attempts to decipher all the mystic symbols
and inscriptions on the fltone monuments. sole relics of a mighty
vanished race.
The shatter ed remnants of this c:ycle. much obscured and influenced by successive inundations of varying races following each otlter
in wtestwarn migrations, persist in a few places Oll the bleak Atlantic
shores of Europe. Th e Breton folk, the Gaels of the Scottish Highlands. the Welsh , the Irish. and the inhabitants of the Isle of Man,
represent the present-day descendants of the rac.e who preceded the
Romans and the Teutons in the British Iflles. Th e Isle of Man is the
home of our Caines. a branch of the same family that has pTo(luced
th e well-known Manx historian and nov elist, Rall Caine. John Thomas
Caine. Senior. Ex-congl'e:;;sman from Utah. a hale and hearty octo~.
~
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genarian residing in Salt IJake City, migrated from the ancestral
estate of Ballamoar Patrick. Isle of 1\Ian, came to America at the age
of fifteen and founded the Caine family in the Rockies.
John Thomas Caine. Jr., the son of John '1'. Caine ann l\Iargaret
Nightingale Caine, was born Mareh 9, 1854, in Salt Lake City. During
his early childhood he shared in all the hardships incident to pioneer
days; he took part in the famous "l\'Iove" southward, when Salt JJake
City was left deserted at the approach of Johnson's Army. For a
short time the family remained at Provo, then returned to the capital
and settled in the 18th Ward. Here Mr. Caine lived from 1859 to 1877,
and here he received most of his preliminary enucation. in attendanc.e
at the private schools of Miss Cook. 1\1rs. Dunbar. Carl G. Maeser, J.
Fewson Smith, Carl Lechtenberg. and W. H. Roger. From 1868 to
1871 he attended the University of Deseret. now the University of
Utah, at that period under the direction of Dr. John R. Park. After
leaving the University 1\1"1'. Caine entered the employ of the Z. C. M. I.,
and remained there, in various positions, until 1876.
From earliest youth Professor Caino
showed unusual interest in the higher things
of this life, in intellectual pmsuits as opposed to the material. During his stunent
days and while at the Z. C. 1\1. I., he was an
active memher of the old Wasatch Literar:,r
Society; he was a chartcr member of the
Delta Phi Debating Society, and one of
tbose whO founded th,? Decennial Phila,· '
delphia Society, which had for its purpos~
the perpetuating of frir.ndships by having
its mom bel's meet once every ten -years
throughout life.
In 1876. John T. Caine, Jr., attended
the Centennial Expositie.n at Philadelphia.
and from there he proceeded to Ithaca, Ne,,'
As a Bo y
York. and enrc,lled himself in Cornell
Univcrsity. for the purpose of studying
Agriculture. To ::'Ill'. C'aine belongs the distinction of being the first
of a long line of capable mE'n who have gone from Utah to enter E7.ra
Cornell's famous school. At that time the study of Agriculture in
schools was unheard of. ann much mild bantcr and witty pleasantry
greeted 1\11'. Caine among his friends when his pnrpose became kno\\'u.
On account of ill health 1\fr. Caine remained but one year at Cornell. Upon retUl'lling to Salt Lake City in 1877 he again attended the
University of Deseret, and in the fall he came to Logan as instructor
in Miss Ida I. Cook's private school. Next spring he entered the
employ of the Logan Branch of the Z. C. 1\1. I., and he oscillated
between teaching and Zion's Co-operative Nf erca.ntile Institution for
a number of years. lIe was in turn County Superintendent of Schools
for Cache County, Cit\)' Superintendent of JJogan OIty Schools, and
member of the Board of Education for Logan City.
In October, 1878, occurre(l the most impo'r tant event in Professor
Caine's career,-an event so successful that he has never ceased advising all young (and elderly) men to follow his example. He married
::'IlisSi Kathinka Ballif, familiarly known as Kinnie, a daughter of Serge
F. Ballif of IJogan. She has faithfully shared all his ambitions, suc-11-

cesses and reverses. Nine children hav e been Dorn to them. SIX sons
and three daughters. Of these, five sons, John 1'. III, Lawrence,
George, Alfred. and Arthur. and two daughters, Blanche and Kinnie,
are alive, and soon all will have reacheo. matmity. 1\Irs. Caine is of)
French descent, Professor Cain e of :;\1 amI:. and that this combination
of TJatin and Celtic hloocl produces excellent
results needs no proof to all who know the
Caines of the third generation . 'rhey speak
for thenlflelves to all A. C. folk. Their vi\'acit)T and emotiomll temperament di:;t inguish 1he111 from the Telltons round about
th em.
Fo]' t\\'o years. 1\11'. Caine was County
Recorder foJ' Cache County. June 28, 1888.
he "'as eleded Secretary of thr first Board
of Trusters of the Agl'iclutural College of
Ptal!. Since that time. for 23 years, he has
heen continuously in the employ of the
College. as instl'llctor, registrar, auditor,
Secretary of the Faculty awl Council,
At Cornell
and Rec·orc1ing Secretary of the Board of
Trnstees.
All his life :;\Jr. Caine has been active in I.Hlth cOlllmercial and
religious ci·rcles. In the early eightie;;; h e, with Serge F. Ballif. 01'banized a grocery firm, whi ch ,,,as in successful operation until 1890.
H e was for a number of :'ears connected with Ille Sunday School of
the Fifth Vlard of Logan . and was later a member of the Uachc Stake
SlU1elay School lTnion Boarel. For a long series of years he "'as the
Logan correspondent of the old Salt Lake rTerald, and ed ited its
Agricultrua\l Department. At the present writing, Professor Caine
is President of the Logan City Council. a position he has occupied for
several years.
Th e latest significant event in Mr. Caine's career is the purchase,
some two year's ago, of a large farm about twelve miles north of JJogan.
10 this u:lderta.king he is as·
sociated ,·:ith his sons,-the
place belongs to "Fathl.~r
and the Boys." H ere ther'3
is ample opportunity fo!'
them all to wOTk. out thei,:
a.gricultural proelivities. <ts
the farm contains no less
than 440 acres. It is called
"Ballamoar Farm, " from
the ancestral l\Janx estate,
and the owners int end to
make it an ideal pure-bred
stock farm.
.A t present
there is already a heg'inning
The Boys
of fifty pure-bred J el'seys
on the place, and a nucleus for a h erd of Berkshire pigs. Later Hampshire sheep will be addeo.. Only pure-bred animals will be permitteJ.
to exist on the estate.-even the cats anci dogs arf~ not exempt. In
-12-

B al lamcar F a rm

A F ew Prize Winne r s

£ ct, registered Scotch Collie dogs, White JJeghorn and Rhode Island
Red chickens have already tal,en up their abode at Ballamoar.
The farm is beautifully situated at the foot of the mountains just
south of Richmond. The house is large and surrounded 1>y trees. with
private water-system and all modern improvements. '1'hp great barns
are plannerl on a scale commensurate with a farm of this ,.;ize intended
for pure-bred stock. The builc1ings are at a eonsiderable di~tance
from the main road , and an impressive approach has been planned.
All in all, it ·w ill be. in a f ew :,'ears, an ideal country estate. one of
the finest in the arid West.

., .-

,\.

,)
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PRESIDENT JOHN A. WIDTSOE

1910-1911
~
A r the "wk of the "'ho,,] ,',a" ~ elm", to , e]o," we ean look h,""

and feel proud that. heyon(\ a doubt. it has been the mo-,t
snttessfnl since the .founding of t.he Tns tit ut io.ll. In addition
to the growth an(l 1l11111'O\'Plllcnt m all tile (hffere nt departments. many of the lletessit ie's ,rhidl the Collrge has been striving so
long to ohtain. ha\'r ('ol11r tn liS dlLl'ing the yral'. Tht' ('re(\i1. for this
satisfattor." state of affairs is dll(~ llIainl." to tl1<" polic'." of the present
administr ation; to the p()lic~' illtrodll('(>(l hy Prrsidellt ,Joh n A. , Vidts0 c.
It has ilhnl."s heen hil-; aim to ('['eate it feeling {Jf fricnc1linpf's and
harJllon.'· and to do a\\':1 ,\' with ('ontl' lltiou and fltr itt'. ,\"hich al\\'a."s tpnd
to r eta rd developmen t .
.For llIallY y ea rs we han' ['('It thc' nce(l of H gYLl L11asinm, but the
realization seeme(l to he so fa1' in the dim f uture that wh en the appropriation finall." came it ,nUi h ard 1'0'1' ILl-; to IJeliryc that it w as a rrality.
Hand in hand ,\'ith the appropriation ror tltl' g',\'l(lnaSilllJ1. and probab\y of even gr eat er importane e than that. came the :Hill Tax Bill ,
whi ch pla ces the College Oll a firm and inder en dent f inan e-iul basis.
Th e main infln eLlce in obtaining hoth of these a(lditions ,,-as thl' spirit
or friendliness and good will t o" 'ard the College " 'hi ch existed not
only in the L egislature hut in the hearts of tbe people as a whole.
Another moyement. whi('h the Pres ident ,yas mainlv influential
in obtaining. \\"as the appropriation of $:100.000 to b (~ lls ed in erecting
an electric power plant at the month of IJogan Cany()n . 'I'his plant
is to fUl'nish power for the Cnllcge and for other I-;tat e institutions.
IIe also obtainerl an increase of *5.()OO in thl' a vpropriat.ion for the
Farmer 's Iru;titute work. wh ith lip to this time had heen *3.000. This
is ven' important. as it makes it possible to help the> farmers of the
state di'rectly hy bringing beforc them the work ,\'hi ch is Ileiug carried
on by the School .
Probably the most impol'tnnt thing that hal-; heen accomplished
is the fOl'll1ation of a friendly feel i ng between the Agri r ultural College and h er sister institlltions. \Vr have also ga in ed a great many
fri ends and snppol'1.ers from all parts of the state and from adjoining
states. It is this f eeling of fri endliness 'w hich hal-; made possible the
rapid grO,ytll of th e past yrar and ,\'bi eh will ellahle llS to go On and
rlevelop in th e future.
'l'hrough his persistent efforts and keen foresight President
Widtso e has succeed·ed in winning for the Utah Agrir'nltnral College
the position she deserves to OCC11P)" not only in r elation to other institutioml . hut also in th e hea rt of e\'Pry citizen of the State.
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PRES. LORENZO N. STOHL
Pre s ident of Board of T r ustees

Board of Trustees
LORE'~Z:;O

N, STOHL, President
Brigham

EIJIZA BETH C, McCUNE. Vice Presirlent
Salt IJake City
'l'HOIlIA~ S~[ART

Log'an
lUATHONIIIAH THO~rAS
Salt Lake City
JOIlN C. SIT AHP
Salt Lake Cit:,-'
J. A. HYDE
Nephi
C. S. TINGEY

Secretary of State
Salt IJake City

J. W. X WHITECOTTON
Provo
.TOllN DERN
Salt Lake City

.J. ::\r. CHRISTENSEN
Richfi eld
A:\TGUS T. WRIGH'l'
Ogden
JOHN Q. ADAMS
]Jogan

Heads of Schools

AGRICULTURE

ELMER DARWIN RrUJL. M. Sc., Ph. D.
COMMERCE

GEORGE TIIO:UAS, A. 1\1., Ph D.
HOME ECONOlVIlCS

ELLEN ALDEN HUNTINGTON, A M.
MECHANIC ARTS

WILBERL S. DREW, 1\1. E., A. M.
GENERAL SCIENCE

JOSEPH WILLIAM: JENSEN, S. B.

Ne w W cman's Bu i ld i ng

Improvements

1]1

N the matte. r of impl'o vl'me nts the school year that has just
passed, 1910-]]. has been a red leUer one in thr history of the
College. ,Vith out a single excepti on all of tilese improveme1lts
are of such a nntUl'e as to make for the future good of thr
school. With th e splendiil gi.fts that th e to(1ay has brought ns, the
tomorI'o\\' of our beloved Alma :l1ater onght to be a glorious on'>
indeed.
~.
~

'l'h e opening of tll(> present school year found the Hom e Et;onomies
D epartment install ed in its n ew quarters ill the Woman's Building.
H ere in one of the most thoronghly eq'llipped schools for the teaching
of domestic seience and art in the ,Vest, th e young women of onI' state
ma~' have the very best scientific training in ever y snbjeet relating
to the care and management of the hom e. Th (' in estimabl e benefits
that the fnture will d('ri\'e from sneh a school ('an hard ! ~' be estimat ed.
The most urgent and cryillg neeel of t he institution Lo(1ay was
met wh en the 8tat(' Legislature appropriatecl th(- snlll of $50.000 for
the bnilding' of a ne\y· gymnasium, which SlUll \\'as immetliatrl,Y augmented by a gift of $10.nOO from ::\11'. Thomns f'mart. one of l.1ogan's
most esteemed and pnhlic spirited citizens. :\[1'. Smart took the fil'flt
fltep in the matter of s(>r:uring a gymnasinm for ns by promisin g ll:-i
$10,000 in case the Legislatnre would appropriate $;')0,000.
The L egislature al~o gave ns nn appropriation of $40.000 for the
erect ion of an electric power plant, th;'lt will not only supply the l'.
A. C. with elec:tri(' po,,·el'. but ,,"ill also SllppJ~' many oUI(' l' fltate
institutions.
-21--

The g(-'OCl'OUS legislatiyf' body a lso aUo1\"ed us $5.000 in order that
we might make the work of t1 1e Extension Department of the College.
which is doing' so much good throughout the state. more effective.
The climax of the Legislature's generosit.v 1yaS reached 'w hen a
bill was passed grallting to ever'y stnte ('(illcational institution a yearly
appropriation based Oll a percentage of the taxes of the state. This
we might call OUT yearly allowance.
A Stock Judging P avilion, where the woek in ~-\ nimaJ IIusban(lry
can be effectively taken care of, was added to our equipment this year.
A new orchard for expcrimental work has been recently planted,
and a new dub . " The Faculty Woman 's League, " wns organized in
September. The nature of the club is la·r gely recreative an d social.
Eligible members are the women of the faculty and the wives of the
faculty men . One of t h e purposes of th e club is to look after th e social
'Yf'lfare of the yOllllg women of t he College.

Sto ck Ju dgi ng P av i lion

The Alumni

~I

i\ the .\ gricultnral College' of ('tah clubs. sll~ie'ties, fraternities.
and sororities aholllH1. Some of the;;e are exc.lllsi\'e , and the
more exdusiye the~' are thc more eag('r-l~7 do the stndent;; strive
for ac1mit1 anec. ~01ne Blakc scholars11i11 tilt' stallda rc1 of ae1missioll. others depenclllpoll sOllie common tie OJ: illtcTest . e. g., science.
histor\'. checkers or home eC'onolllics. to hincl 1hem into a ullificd
,,"hole: There is one society. how eyer. of whieh (,I'er.\· student of the
Agricmitlll'al College may become a memb er. allel thnt is the Alumlli
ASf;ociation . It l.:o11sists of cll1 the clegree gnH1uatps of the ('ollege.
Alreac1y it is hy fill' the largest of
th e soeieties ('0Iln('ctel1 ,,'ith
the School. l1ltmbpring 17:) living memb ers. The addition of the elass
of ] 911 will increase the llIemhel'ship to 2:37. 'I'[l(' assoC' .i ation is but
~
~

an

YOllDg, ha ving hcen o)"gal1izC'rl in 1890 \I,ith a lllell!h ers hip of .J-:I:. The
aim of the organization is two-fold: to furthet' ~h e int er ests of the
College and, to promot e frienel-;hip and sociability amo11g th e members.
The U. A. C. Alnmni hav e e1istingnisbed themselves as wC'll hy
their devotion to scholm'ship rtS by their snc~ess ill pra ctical affairs.
~earl:v one-third of the entire ll1C'mhel'ship han' stndied or are nmr
stndying at other institutiom; of bigher leaming. t11king post-gr'<1t1uate
work in law, medicine. agricnltllre, forcf.try. pbysit's , mathematics.
and variolL<:; other branrh es. Seventeen of the foremost coll eges ancl
universiti es in the United States hay e b een aitentle(l Iry ( T ;\ . C.
Alumni.
An astonishing perrpntl1gc of th e .l\llll1mi mcmlwrs cngage ill
teaching. At present there are 65 m embers of the association connected ,rith the ce1 11 cational institutions of LTtRh a]](J nei ghboring states,
and over 60 other members. now engaged in othe1" pnrsuits, have tanght
for periocl'l of varying lC'nglhs in schools. high schools and colleges.
Th e class of 19B is keeping 11p th e r eputation of the Alumni. aR far
-25--

Philippine

Service

Lumbering

as teaching is concerned; near 50 per cent of the members ex !It'd to
teach next year.
In government work. both in the Dep~rtment of Agriculture alld
in the Department of the Interior, the members of our assoriation
have an enviable recorcl. A number of our best men have been aud
are assoc.iatecl with the bureaus of Soils, Plant Industry, Forest Service.
Entomology, Dairy Investigations, Indian S('rvice, Redamation Service.
Irrigation and Drainage Investigations, and the Philippine SeJ'viC'E' .
Several have been promoted from these po"itions to others of greater
responsibility or financial valne. such as profes<;ol';::hips in eoll<,ges 0 '1'
directorslups of experiment stations.
The Utah Agricultura.l College offered COUI'ses in Engineering
until 1905, and a small but notable body of men completed these courses.
Their work has been uniformly successful. In various , Vestern States
they have been employed on hnge reclamation projects, private and
government, on irrigation and clTainage plans, on railroad construction, and all the various forms of c.ivil. mechanicaL and electrical
engineering.

~'illally. in all the different branches of agriculinre. in fruit-gr'o,,'iug, dairying, stock-breeding. poultry craft, general miscellaneolls
farming, or highly specialize(l farming . as managers of their o,,'n property, or as farm superintendents, the graduates of the Ptah Agricultura,l College have been eminently successful. Each year sees all
increasing number of the Alnmni retuming to the soil, founding for
themselves country estates that shall prove models of farming to all
beholders. The high schools of the State. and many colleges and experiment stations in the ,Vest have been supplied with instructors and
investigators from the ranks of the U. A. C. AlUl11ni.

-27-

THE CLASSES

CLARA PARISH, H. E .
Centerville, Utah.
L. D. S. B. Y. U. U. A. C.
"Are vou not the chief woman?
You a~>c the thi ckest h ere."

CORAL KERR, H. E., Seattle, Wash.
Montana High School. U. A. C
"1 h ave a mfln's minrl bnt a woman's
might."

ELIZABETH V. FRAZEE, H. E.
Salt Lake, Utah.
S. L. H. S. U. of Wyoming. U. A. C.
" n er e~·es. her hail', her eheck, h er gait,
h er voiceIIancllest in th~' dis(;ourse."

,.

~:...

.~

CHARLES SNOW, Agr., Teasdale, Utah.
B. Y. U. U. A. C.
"My rage is galle'; and I am stnlCk
with sorrow."

..
. ,~
. . ·····4·,tt.
"k
~

..

'

.. ! .
::.,
•...

. "i.

~

"
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ANNA CHRISTENSEN, H . E .
Salt Lake, Utah.
L. D. S. U. A. C.
"One good woman ill ten, madam . "

LEAH IVINS, H. E., Salt Lake, Utah.
L. D. S. U. of U. U. A. C.
Juarez Stake Academy.
"There's langnage in her eye, he'!' cheek,
her lip,~ a,l", her foot speaks."

ELDA HA VENOR, H. K, Salt Lake, Utah.
S. L. H. U. A. C.
"Pr etty and witty; \\"ih1. and yet, too,
gentle. "

CLARENCE JONES, An. Hus.
Cedar, Utah.
Branch Normal , Cedar City. U. of U.
U . A. C.
" I do profess to be no less t han I seem."

-36-

GEORGE L. MORRISON, Agr.

Whitney, Idaho.
U. A. C.

"vYhy are you breathles8?
stare you so?"

And why

ALMA J . KNAPP, Hort., Logan, Utah.
U. A. C.
"vVonla he were fatter, but I fear
him l1ot."

WM. LEROY JONES, Agr.
Wellsville, Utah.
U. A . C.
"The beauty that is borne here in the
face
The bearer knows not. but commends itself
To oohers' eyes."

IVAN EGBERT, Agr., Logan, Utah.
U. A . C.
"Why, he is very young!"

-37-

GEORGE L. REESE, G. S., Benson, Utah.
U. A. C. B. Y . C.
"His liberal eye (loth give to everyone.
Tha'w ing cold fear."

ANANT M. GURJAR, Agr., India.
Cornell. U. A. C.
"Most learned jw1ge!
A sentence; come, prepare, "

WILLIAM L. QUAYLE, Hart.
Logan, Utah.
B. Y. C. U. A. C.
"The rather will I spare m~y p'eaises towards him;
Knowing him is enough."

ABRAHAM C. COOLEY, Hart.
Salt Lake, Utah.
S. L. H. U. A. C.
"'l'hou wilt be a lover presently and
tire the hearer with a book of ,,'ords."

-38-

JAMES E. HOLDEN, Agr.

Colonia Diaz, Mexico.
U. A. C.
"As hum orous as winter, and as sudden
as flaws congealed in the spring of day."

JESSE L. PETERSON, Hort.

Petersboro, Utah.
U . A. C.
","'ere it not better
Because I am more than common tall
'T'hat I did suit me all points like a man."

JOHN CARLOS LAl'vIBERT, An. Hus.

Kamas, Utah.
B. Y . U.

U . A. C.
"Blest are those
, Yh ose blood and judgment are so well
comminglerl ,
Th at they are 110t a pipe for fortune's
f in ger
1'0 sound ,,'h at stop sh!' please."

...:, ....-~..,;.

.)

-

Logan, Utah.

.

B. Y. C. U . A . C.
"I am not only wi tt~' in m~·self. hut the
cause of that ,,·it is in othcr men."

-39-
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WALTER A. LINDSAY, G. S.

...

;.'

'

,,.,,-
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AUGUST L. NELSON, Agr., Logan, Utah.
B. Y . U . U. A. C.
"Seldom he smiles; and smiles in such a
sort
As if he mock'd himself, and scorn '0 his
spirit
That could be moved to smile at anything. "

AUGUST J. HANSEN, G. S.
Logan, Utah.
U. A. C.
"My affections are most humble; I have
no amhition
'}' o see a goodlier man."

WILBUR BALL, Hort., Logan, Utah.
U. A. C.
"Thy wit is as quick as t he greyhound's mouth, it catches."

ALFRED E . STRATFORD, Hort.
Ogden, Utah.
Weber Academy. U. A. C.
"The god of love t hat sits above . and
lmows me, how pitiful 1 desel've.-I mean in sin ging."

-~o-·-

DIAMOND WEl'IDELBOE, G. S.
Logan, Utah.
U. A. C.
" He rearls much."

HEBER HANCOCK, An. Hus.
Ogden, Utah.
W. S. A. U. A. C.
"lIc's proud, and yet his pride becomes
him:
He'll make a propel' man: 'rhe best th ing
in him
fs his comph'xinn."

CANUTE PETERSON, Com.
Logan, Utah.
U. A. C. B. Y. U.
"As you are old and revel'end you
should be wise."

CLIFFORD BUSBY, Ent., Chester, Idaho.
S. L. H. S. U. of U. U. A. C.
"That which ordinary men are fit for
I am qualified in, anu the best of me is
diligence.' ,
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EDWARD H. WATSON, Chern.
Salt Lake, Utah.
S. L. H. S. U . of U.
U. A. C.
"I can keep honcst counsel. ride, run,
mar a cnrious tale in 1elling it . and deliv er a ])lain message 11l11ntly."

JAMES TOVEY, G. S., Logan, Utah.
U. of U. U. A. C.
"I am very proud, revengeful , ambitious. with more offenses at my back than
I have thoughts to put them in."

··'·a,
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GEORGE ZUNDEL, Hort.
Brigham, Utah.
B. Y. C. U. A. C.
"Doubt thou the siars are fire.
Dou1b t that the Imll (loth move.
Douht truth to be a liar.
But never (10ll\)1 T love."

MATHEW A. NELSON, Hort.
Logan, Utah.
Oneida Stake Academy.
B. Y . C.
U. A. C.
"A serving-man, prrJlld in heart and
mind. "
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ROBERT L. WRIGLEY, Hor t .
American Fork.
U. A. C.
"His brant." shall in these black lines be
seen.
And thE'Y Rhall Jiv e. and he in them still
g]'('en. "

SAlVIUEL CHRISTENSEN, Com.

Hyde Park, Utah.
B . Y . C.

U . A. C.

" \\~rong. right; basp, noble, old. young;
co,yard , valiant. IIa!"

HENRY PLANT, Com., Richmond, Utah.
U . A. C.
" , \That a maid enly man at arms are
you becom e."
.

GEORG IANA SlVIURTHWAITE, H. E .

U. of U.

Ogden, Utah.
Teacher 's College Columbia.

U. A. C.
" ,Vho choos eth m(' shall
llIan~T l11E'n desirE'. "

get

what
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MERRIL O. MAUGHAN, Chern.
Logan, Utah.
B. Y. C. U. A. C.
"When he speaks, the air, a chartered
libertine, is still,
Ann. the mute wonder lurketh in men's
ears."

JAMES W ILEY SESSIONS, Agr.
Marion, Idaho.
Cassia Stake Academy. U. A. C.
" Of ve'I'y reverend reputation, sir .
Of cr edit infinite . highly beloved.
Second to none her-e in this city."

FRED FROERER, An. Hus.
Huntsville, Utah.
U. A. C.
" H e is not very tall; yet for his years he's
tall.
His leg is but so; and yet 'tis well."

VERN C. WOOLLEY, G. S.
Grant sville, Utah.
U . A. C.
"Sometimes he is a bnd of Puritan."
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EARL ROBINSON, An. Hus.
Richmond, Utah.
Richmond High School.
U. A. C.
"Sweet Earl, divorce not wisdom from
your honor."

EPHRAIM T. RALPH, Chern.
B. H. S. U. A. C.
"La. 10. 10, 10. what modicums of 'wit
h \' 11 tters. ' ,

JOHN STEPHEN PADDOCK, An. Hus.
Wisdom, MontaJ.la.
U. A. C.
"Thou trem blest, and the whiteness of
thyeheek
Is apter than thy tOJJ~ue to te11 thy errand."

LASHBROOK LAKER COOK, An. Hus.
Logan, Utah.
Fielding Academy. U. A. C.
" 'Twas pretty, though a plague.
'1'0 see him every hour; to sit and draw
His arched e:vehrows. his hawking eye,
his curls."

JOHN K. OLSON, An. Hus.
Ephraim, Utah.
Snow Academy. U. A. C.
"A prim'c most prucIent. of an exeellent
anrl unmatched wit ancl humor."

JUANITA RICH, G. S., Blackfoot, Idaho.
Blackfoot High School.. U. A. C.
"Sh e is too subtle for t h ee; and her
srnoothn (>ss,
TIer very silence an(l her patience,
Speak to people and they pity her."

DAVID EARL ROBINSON, G. S.
Logan, Utah.
U. A. C.
"A goodly pO'rtl~' man i' faith anit a
('orpulent; of a cheerful look. a pleasing
eye and a most noble carriage."

LUCILE JENSEN, H. E., Brigham, Utah.
Brigham High School. U. A. C.
"A maiden never boid.
Of spirit so still and quiet that her motions
blush ed at h eJ'self; and she, in spite
of nature.
Of years, of country, and credit, e\'erything,
'fa fall in love \\'ith \"hat sh e feared to
look on. "
-46-
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LEROY BEAGLEY, l~gr" Nephi, Ut ah.
U. A. C.
"The hand that hath made you fail',
hath made you good; the goodness that is
cheap in heauty makes beallty bri ef i n
goo(l ness. ' ,

NAN NIBLEY, H. E ., Logan, Utah.
U. A. C.
" Oh. flatter me. for love delights in
praise.' ,

CL YDE LINDSAY, Agr., Ogden, Utah.
U. A. C. W. S. A.
" His ~ 'ecu's hut )"OUlJg , but his experienc e
oM;
IIis head unmellow'd. hut his judgment
ripe; "
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Class of '12
DAVID SHARP, JR.
Vernon, Utah.
R. E. A. Delta Theta Sigma. Ag.
Club.
Class President.
l\Ianager of theatricals and socials.
Prize" queener" of this generation.

JENKINS JONES
Logan, Utah.
Phi Kappa Iota. Delta Theta Sigma. Ag. Club.
Manager of basketball.
"A" football man.

REUBEN LARSON
Logan, Utah.
A man with maidenly modesty.

ANNA MATHISON
Logan, Utah .
Sorosis.
Opera pica ninny .
ITa!'; a rep. for her hmTIor.
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FREEMAN mARTINEAU
Logan, Utah.
Ag. Club.
He delveth into the depths of chemistry.

VERE MARTINEAU
Logan, Utah.
P i Zeta Pi. Delta Theta Sigma. Ag.
Club.
Track l\1anageT.
"A" footbwl man.

STONEWALL JACKSON MAJOR
Ogden, Utah.
Sigma Alpha.
Has sufficient equipment to furnish
the new gym., but has lately joined a
Guild and taken exclusively to fencing.

JOHN WILSON
Eden, Utah.
Fled to Logan to get aWa)T from
temptation.
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EDNA PARRY
Cedar City, Utah.
Very serious in Ow pnl'snit of higher
education.

M. R. ENSIGN
Brigham, Utah.
His beautiful hair and complexion
have won the admiration of al the fair
sex.

HEBER J . W E BB
St. Ge orgE, Utah.
Mechanic 1\ rts 1\ SRociil tion.
Has no admiratiun 01' I'cspec1 fo r
dress suits.

J . S. SKINNER
Stafford, Arizona.
lIe is a source of pride an d joy to
his landlady.
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H . W. STUCKI
Santa Clara, Utah.
Of a philosophical turn of mind.

MAGDALEN FUNK
Oakley, Idaho.
Present whenever a Session is heM.

ANGUS IZATT
Logan, Utah.
Slumbers peaceIll lly through
turbulent College Life.

LENORE JARDINE
Logan, Utah.
U. E. C.
One of Cool( 's party.
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ELEDA NELSON
Logan, Utah.
lIer quiet and pleasant nature has
won the heart of every Prof.
I-I. E. C.

CLARA HYDE
Logan, Utah.
H. E. C.
Always with Elecla. Togeth er
can even "work" Arnold.

thc~'

HENRY OLSEN
Millville, Utah.
Ag. Club.
::\lild manners and light complexion.

JOSEPH OLSEN
Crescent, Utah.
Phi Knppa Iota. Ag. Club.
::\Ianag'er elect of footbal L
Class song leader.
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JAMES OSMOND
Logan, Utah.
First subscriber for Huzzer.

LE ROY STEVENS
Logan, Utah.
Com menial Clnl). The Agora.
Presiilcnt of Stnc!"nt Body Organi7.ation.

ORANGE PEEL
Mt. Pleasant, Utah.
Well, "Beauty is only skin decp."

R. R. RA'I'CLIFFE
Provo, Utah.
Still we wondcl' how h e got away.
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L. A. RICHARDSON
Ogden, Utah.
R. E. A. Ag. Club .
Editor 1912 "Buzzer."
Captain CompaD~ ' "A."

SIDNEY ALDOUS
Huntsville, Utah.
"A" track maTI.

MIKE ANDREWS
Logan, Utah.
Commercial Club.
Famous halfback and tackle.

r

I. B. BALL
Salt Lake City.
. .A. C. ,"S. B. Y. U. Debate.
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MARIE BARBER

Logan, Utah.
Sorosis.
Specializing in :B'rench .

PATTI BARRETT

Logan, Utah.
Secretary of Studc,nt Body.

ALONZO BARRETT

Logan, Utah.
Specialty l\I ath.
Takes drill for practical application
of same.

HARRY BEAGLEY

Nephi, Utah.
Can't raise his voice, but is l'aising
a fami ly.
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MARTHA BOLTON
Park City.
Loved by the boys .

HERVIN BUNDERSON
St. Charle ~, Utah.
Commercial Club.
A. C. U. vs. B. Y . U. Debate.
Class and staff sec:retary.

GEORGE B. CAINE
Logan, Utah.
P hi Kappa I ota. A g. Club.
" A" footba ll man. Grand Oper a.

TAYLOR CARMICHAEL
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Pi Zeta Pi. Delta Theta S igma.
Cheer-master.
Captain Company "13."
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FRED BROSSARD
Loga.n, Utah.
Pi Zeta Pi.
Stump speaker.
"A" football mall .

VIRGINIA DANIELS
Logan, Utah.
H. E. C.
"Ginger."

M. R. ELLISON
Brigham.
Pi Zeta Pi.
One of the rising generati.on.

EARL GOODWIN
Logan, Utah.
Sigma Alpha.
Manager of I3nzzer.
Major of Battalion.
Dramatics.
Class Stanc1arn. Bearer.
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VIVIAN HATCH
Logan, Utah .
Sorosis.
Ex B. Y. C. Faculty memher.

IRENE HENDRICKSON
Logan, Utah.
Sorosis.
Class Vice President.
Associate editor of Buzzer.

ORSON ISRAELSON
Hyrum, Utah.
1I~' rul1l City.
Conncilman.
Faculty mem bel'.

BARBARA HOWELL
Logan, Utah.
Sorosis.
Her annual trip to Washington
C'auses Dr. Thomas much grief.
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ROY SlVllTH

Logan, Utah.
Commercial Club. Phi Kappa Iota.
Asst. Business l\'Ianager Buzzer.
Enjoys Homer.

C. W. WILLIAMS

Cokeville, Wyo.
A.g. Club.
A. verlY modest
young man.

and

unassuming

M. G. TAYLOR

Provo, Utah.
Sigma Alpha.
Staunch pillar of society.

W. J. VICKERS

Nephi, Utah.
Poet Laureate to I'rof. Larsen.
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W. G. WOOLLEY
Onl~'

Salt Lake City.
returned missional'Y who takes

drill.

CHAS. WEST

Ogden, Utah.
Sigma Alpha. Ag. Club.
Prof. Smith's pride and joy.

WILLARD GARDNER

Logan, Utah.
Se('retal'Y of E"pcriment
Staff.

WILLFORD MOSES

Smithfield, Utah.
('omm. Club.
Ethic.al Society.
A clail? torment 10 the fair sex.
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Statio!'

Class of '13
~~JHEN th, ,mbaITaMm'nt and awkwardn", of "prop" day, have

worn off, and the pra.ctical joke h2 bit, so dear to every Freshman's heax't , has' been tabooed, and the gravity of t.he Junior
,
and Sooior has not yet marked him for its own. the Sophomore
has his day, and a jolly, carefree Clay it is. And ~' et, not too carefree;
the Soph makes a point of keeping on good terms with the Attendance
Committee, and is always found in his assigned seat at Chapel
exercises.
Though they have won honors in all College activities, especially
in athletics and debating, the Sophomore bunch of 19] 0-11 is most
proud of the zeal that it has displayed in keeping the big ball" College
Spirit" rolling.
~
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Sophomores
Morrell, Della

Eames, Aerial G.

Muir, William

Erdman , Ethel

MacFarlane, Menzies

Fister, George M.

McAlister, Wa.rd

Gardner, Robert

Olroyd, Lorin Todd

Greenhalgh, Violet

Parkinson, E. Benson

Groebel, Kather it,e Elizabeth

Parkinson, Vera

Guild, Ethel

Pence, John O.

Halls, Frank

Peterson, Norman Verne

Hansen, Henery L.

Peterson, Ray H.

Hobson , Ivan L.

Price, Robert L.

Hoff, Myrtle

Smith, Heber Lawrence

Basset, Christgel"Een

Smith, Leslie A.

Holmstead, George F.

Smith, Calder

Hunsaker, Veda

Sorenson, Charles James

Izatt, I rene

Stoddard, David

Jensen, Norman

Taylor, Lelia

Janson , Gilbert L.

Thain, Wilbur

Johnson, Myrtle I.

White, John Edwin

Jonsson, Elmer

Wyatt, Ralph A.
Adams, Katherine
Barrett, Edward L.
Bell, Clyde
Barber, Raymond
Borgeson , And rew A.

Kewley, Robert J.
Knudson, Warren W.
Lee, Lucile
Lindsay, West Wharton
Lloyd, Nellie

Brossard, Elmer

Luscher, John

Bullen, Edith

Madsen, Vera

Burnham , Ivie

Martineau , Bryatlt S.

Carter, Ezra
Christensen , Wallace
Cook, Alfonzo

Miles, Joa.n
Miller, Joseph R.

C ar ey, Ray B.

Minear, Vil' gil L.

Cl a r k, Will :am

Mohr, Earnest
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Class of '14

lVt(ar

were an undeeidr<l hut determined group of "cherubs." So
the Upper Cla<;f;men first picturerl us when wr met on the first
nf Op.tnhp.l' ~n room "23" to begin our wars for class supremacy.
'Judging from Ollr numberR and personal appearance we were
certain to be the victors. RO we were not long in organizing our class
with officers of such splendid executive ability. clla,r m. and fascination. that the other cla'3ses became inert. and we saw that it was to
he our jll'ivilege to set the ball rolling. .
We determined to make a mighty eHort to complete the work
especjaJly outlined for 11S, and. unlike our predecessors, to make no
., green" investigations into the mysteries of Freshman life. Therefore, while the dutifnl Sophomores were grinding out "A's" for the
SlcholaJ's,h ip Roll, we were having peanut parties in the attic and
getting all there was to get our of our new College experience.
But our freshness, however, troubled the Sophs so they deciderl
to give a party in the Gymnasium. Ilike Robin Hood' and his hand· we
were there long before the appointeil hour. and as they arrived We
placed our signature- a red "14"-upon each man's bro"w . For s·ome
time the Sophs remained " 'w ise" but unable to bury their wrath, they
gave a skating party with the expectations that we would interfere.
However, we thought they neecled a little encouragement, so their
evening passed by without molestations from the" Sanguine Freshies,"
and we enrled our social ca'r eer without causing any further anxiety
to our worthy friends.
In inter-cla'3s athletics we satisfiecl ourselves by defeating the
Sophomores in football; in basketball we went one step higher and
snatched the victory from the Juniors; and in debating OLU~ liberality
forced us to concede at least this victory to the Sophomores'.
In all College activities the Freshmen are foremost in representing
their school. In athletics, both on the football, baseball. and track
teams. we have been well ~represented; and in dramatics, and the Opera
nearly one-half of the casts were Freshmen.

mm
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Freshmen
Farnsworth , Mt's. Esther
Frew, Eugene
Funk, Walter
Goodw in, Nettie
Griffin , Amos
Guild , Ethel
Guld bran sen , Ha?el
H addock, Lou J.
Hansen , Albert
Hansen, Ruben
Hart , Genevieve
Helm , Seth W .
Hess, Geo. Marion
Hoff, Genevieve
Holmgren, Edwin J.
Holmgren, And rea
Holmgren , Mab el
Homer, Ruth
Houg aard , Ray
Huges, Rowland
Isroel se n , J. A .
J oh nson , Eric A .
Johnson , Theodo re
J ones, Amo s P.
Keaton , George
Keller, Va r ian
Kjar, Clinton
Lariscy , Maude
Lau, Ritha
Lee , Fay W.
Madsen , Ray M.
Mattson , Victor
Merrill. Albert E .
Merrill , Gayle
Morrell, Thoma s H.
Morgan , Samuel
Morris, Edward N.
McCracken , Joyce
McBride, Brice
McGregor, Chas.
Nelson , Anna
Nelson , Olaf H .
Nelson , Gu s Andrew

Ogden , J u nius F.
Palmer, Alfred A.
Palm e r , Alta
Peart, John K .
Peter son , Alice F .
Peter son , N etti e
Parry, Foster
Pond, Wm. L eon
Raleigh , Jay H .
Rich ards on , Ivie
Sammons , Neil
Shays, John A.
Shu r tliff, Frank E.
Smith, Lewis Cald er
Steed , Gerald M
Tanaka , Torizo
Thomas , Percival K .
Willie , Allen L.
Willmo r e, Joseph C .
Winsor, Walter IF.
Wood , A r thur S.
Woodbu r y , O. N .
Woodbury , War r en F.
Woodside, Ch as. S.
Woodside , Je a n
Worley , Wm. R.
Aldous , Clarence
Anderson , E. Leon
Anderson , Maude
Andrus, Lynn
Barber, Walter
Barber, Wynona
Bell , Ivan E.
Brighton , Wm . Cl i f -ord
Bullen , Bryant
Caine , Alfred B.
Chri stensen , Ax el
Christensen , At'chie
Crogun, La Von
Crookston, Neweli
Dalton, Wm. Shanks
Erickson , Vivian
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Preparatory
Students

Second Years

Hazel Edwards
Otillia Johnson
Nellie Pendelton
Mabel S. Webb
Alvida Anderson
J. A. Anderson
S. L. Barber
Allan Bartlett
R. C. Bassett
J . A. Bergsjo
Annie Bjork
J. I. Carter
C. H. Cowley
Eva Crockett
C. J. Greenwood
F. A. Hammond
Peter Han sen
L. H . Hatch
R. O. Hatch
Fra nk Haycock
Lawrence Jones
W. E. Litz
Leo Morley
Lillian McCulloch

Blythe B. Crawford
Ed ith Hodson
Eldora Johnson
Fiore n ce Kearl
Anna Mohr
Katie Morgan
Gwen L. Mower
Stella Peterson
Ethel Smith
Veda Webster
Kate Wilson
J. M. Beck
C . B. Clays
Burns C r ookston
D. H. Danielson
H. E. Jelte
C. E. Moore
Dell:ert Nebei<er
Clyde Peart
J. Z. Richardson
Tura M . Aldous
Howard Brossard
R . H . Cooper
S. G. Hovey
J. C. Lau
A. R. Molyneaux

Katie MacKensiE'

Caroline Peterson

Gretta BenEon
Gladys Christiansen

R . L. Dahle

Lewis Vibrans

David Forsey

B. H. Adams

Stanley Lee
Vilate Nebeker

G. Barrett

H. E. Bair

George Nelson

L.

B. W. Pace

E. O. Dalley

I. Cridd Ie

Alice M. Parkinr.on

J. P. Forbes

Winnie Parkinscn

Cecil Frew

L. L. Pilkington

G. Gard ner
D. E. Harril

W . A . Pitcher
Mosella Raymond

N. W. Hendrick.;

J. E. Sjostrom

C. L.

J os eph Wadley

J. F. Woolley

Killpack

F. W. Wayman

Howard

Vivian Cederlund

J. W. Manning

Leatham
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Douglas Miles
C. B. Owen
E. O. Perkins
James Pur£er
A. L. Togers
Raymond Smith
N. D. Thatcher
V . M. Watts
L. E. Willey
F. M. Pace
Lee Reese
Charles L. Williams
T. A. Baylis
J. T. Carlyle
Spence r Eccles
D. W. Jones
Hazel Lee
Glenn Parkinsol !
H. C. Peterson
J. A . Wallace
R. L. Allen
I. E. Clayton
W. S. McAloster
M. A. Farell
A. IFrew
A. S. Gardner
E. B. Hampton
V. Haws
J. F. Keller
A. W. Lambert
H. J. Lemmon
W. P. Merrill
C. A. Osmond
Joseph Oyler
L. T. Pond
E. A. Ricks
Isaac Smith
C. H. Stocks
S. L. Walker
W. E. Whitbeck
N. L. Woodland
K. S. Barton
Lavi na Corbridge

First Years
G.
L.
R.
G.
V.
J.
J.
V.
S.
G.
R.
J.

F . l itz
Lo n gstroth
E. IVI ichels
W . Morris
M . McCarrel
H. 1\J~lson
E . O lsen
A. Powell
P. P :' day
R aY Mond
R id er
E. Riggs

A. ROlI\ e
C . H. S rnu rthwa i te
W . E. (; t eed
F . Stod d ard
J . W. Willes
A. M . Witbeck
J . W 0 01 l ey
R. Wi i de
F. Wil l iams
H . F. A d ams
T . E . A d ams
T . Alle n
F. L. B axter
F . W. B ehling
W . H. Rigler
W. H. 2 ingham
B. Birch
T . J . C a rlson
R . Chri cte nsen
C. Poul t er
L. T . Ralph
J . F. C <: mpton
D . J. Cragun
E . A . C ra me r
B. F. Cr ookston
M. F. Dalley
D. Dun f0 1'd
L. C . Ecor l
E. Edlefsen
A . Evan s
E. W . Finlayson
G. A. Gould
F . J . Grant
J . L. Hailstone
J I. Hess
G. E . Humphreys
H. Hurst
J. W . Ive r son
H . T . Jacobs
H . L. Jensen
H . W. Larsen
L. Larsen
G. Lewis
M. Lewis
W . S. Ma r shall
A. R. Man
N. E . Munk
I. L. McAI ister

G. C. Olsen
E. Nelson
D. K. Olsen
A. O. Peterson
M. Peterson
R. L. Perki ns
O. Rasmussen
J. W. Redd
E. D. Sessions
H . C. Shupe
A. T. Smurthwaite
C. O. Transtrum
E. Winnergren
J. Webster
O. W. Woodland
S. W. Younker
F. A. Zwahlen
G. F. Baugh
E. M . Caffey
T. V. Carrigan
Rhea Dunlap
L. H. Evans
Vernon Graham
E. M. Hansen
Norman Hansen
J . E. Hatch
G. O. Heldberg
L. J. Leishman
Luella Nelson
Jo seph Packer
L. S. Palmer
Herman Palmer
Lulu M. Parker
Ruben Peterson
Vadal Peterson
Alta Redd
W. G. Reese
Fritjoh Skanchy
Allen Taylor
Frank Thirkill, Jr.
Walter Weber
H. M. Williams
M a ry Barber
Lavon Barnes
Marie Gardner
Annie E. Hansen
Edna M. Holden
Geneva Lamb
Virginia Lamb
Alta Richards
Mabel Richards
Ruby Batt
Hermina Bruderer
Roy Christensen
Maud Crouch
I. J. Ea.rl
A . A. Davidson
C. G. Forbes
G. M. Francis

W. O. Fu"hk
C. Greaves
M. F. Harris
E. T. Hendricks
G. E . Henry
E . M. Howell
Maggie H. James
I. L. Jensen
M. S. Johnson
O. K. Kartch ner
C. Kearl
H. Lambert
Vera Larsen
V. G. Larsen
D . T. Lloyd
Della Maughan
A . J. Mohr
Hazel Muir
E. H. Murdock
J. W. Murray
Racheal McCormick
W . J. Nielson
L. P. Nielson
C. W. Nisson
J. O. O ' Connell
Pearl Elizabeth Ols e n
Leo . Oyle r
H. D. Paddock
T. Parke
I. Peebl es
A . G. Picot
P. E. Rigby
R . C. Sammons
Jennie Smith
EI iza Thoresen
fl. Westover
L. E. Westover
Hazel Wright
!:adie Wolsey
Alice Aldars
Priscinda Ballantyne
Modia Bell
Nettie E . Bjork
Iva. Brown
Vera Burgon
Iris Coombs
Sarah E. Co o mbs
Jessie S. Eccles
Lola Farrell
Annie Fisher
Mary Frodsham
Leona Holmgren
Lola Johnson
V ~ da Kewley
Eliza L. King
Rachel Kloepfer
Ruth Larsen
Francis Marriott
Agnes Miller
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Anna Ne l son
Estella Nelson
Cl a ra Nielson
Lillie M. Osmond
Myrtle Nelson
Mary Price
Mary A. Robinson
Leona Roundy
Ma r garet A . Schaub
June Schventzer
M a e Schventzer
Lillian M. Scott
Pearl Sperry
Katherine Squire s
Lyd ia Sventzer
Mary A. Thain
Edith Walker
Lulu Yorgensen
O. E. Asper
J. L. Athay
G. Bachman
H. A. Berntson
C. R. Bowman
W. L. Chambers
L. E . Clark
A. B . Clinger
J. M. Conover
L. Dahle
E . C. Dalton
H. A. Davidson

P. P .
V. V . Duke
J . Dunford
F . R. Edwal'ds
M. L. Farrell
A. Felt
H. Fisher
A. Frank
D. C. Froerer
V . Gardner
D . B. Gissell
E . M . Gray
J. J. Groebli
C . N. Hansen
W. J. Ha n sen
J. Hedden
R. T. Holdaway
J. A . Janson
H. L. Jensen
L. Jensen
W. Jensen
A. O . Johnson
A . Johnson
A. Kauffman
D . I. Kearl
J. N . Lamborn
J . M. Larsen
O. Larsen
J. L. Lorenson
P. Lind

rrril]

The Preps

P,,",-what " pict"co uf i"phatioo thuy aco. With thei,
varieg'atell soeks and ties and their eHs), an(1 confidential ways
~ they aHonl an unending source of material for witty attacks.
- As a result. the humorous pages vf Stu(lent l.Jife are always
steeped with original jokes at their expense; thrir snubby Freshmen
predecessors ridicule them as fit subjects for Ollr "a,ykward squad";
the Sophomores pose as their information bureau; the Juniors hewilder
them with their great activity; and since the Preps are the only class
who look upon the scniors with awe and ,,·onder. tbe latter take advantage of this innocent admiration 10 pasr a,s .. illeals" for tlwse
novices to foIl O,Y.
\iVhen assembled in class meetings, at athletic contests or <'lebates·.
the Preps are not caught napping. In all of our activities they are
among our most enthusiastic" hoosters and rooters" ; al1rl. in dramatics
they have won fame for their school and recognition for themselves
in presenting" The Amazons. " 'l'hough they of1 en respond to sOlllr
of our Chapel speeches with untimely appl'll1se; snatch the class championship in baskethall from the Seniors; Hl1(l often regard the Freshmen and Sophomores a;;; the 1'ral Preps, \1'(' forgive them, for it is all
done with the best of fcelillgs.
Ordinaril~·. the Preps Hre H quiet olJsel'ving and somewhat exclusive organization. indi;;;pclIsahle for the E'xi;;;tcnce of our stndent
body, onl' faculty. and l)articnlarly om' attE'mlance committee. Tn
spite of all objections, we are e~pecially proud of them, for we realize
that they are the hrginning- of anI' ideal. " the finished collE'ge ,,1;nclent." Hllcl 1he FeE'shman. Snrhomore, Jllniol'. and Senior yeArs are
bnt stepping stones left hy form er gene1'8tiOTIS of Preps on the wa~'
to our common goal.
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Cradle, Altar and Grave
BIRTHS,
::\11', and ':\ll's. Ca.lvin Fletcher.
Boy. ,January 9. ]911.
::\[1'.

and ::\lrs. W. L. Walk er ,
130,)" . .January 18. 1911.

::\Ir. and ;\11's. ;\. A . P e d erson.
Girl. ::\1ay 22. HI] O.

.:\lr .alld ::\11'5. Wm. P eterson ,
Hoy. Sl'lltemb e l' 13, 19] O.
iiiI'. and ::\]<]'5. W111. Jardin e.
Girl. D CI.:(,111 bel' 26, ] 910.
,:\11'. and .:\ll's. Da.vid J ennillgs.
Boy, .:\larch 23, 1911.
,:\11'. cUlll ::\les. Clyd e \V. Lindsay.
Girl, April 2-1, 1911.

MARRIAGES,
Brastus i>eien;oll. ' ]0, Nellie Staker.
September 13. 1910.
LIeber J. Webb. ;\Jabel ::::tephemwll.
August ::l]. 1910.
Jos. OrtLe. '1(1 , ':\1iss ::\lanning.
SlIlllllWl'. 19]0.

Hob ed Wl'igl ey. Eitel' Eri(;ksol1.
September H. 1910 .

•\. E.

l\lamie 131'0\1"11,
D e('em bel' 23, ] 9] O.

BO\\'ltIilll.

('hades Dunford. Hazel Love,
~lllllm e l' . 1910.

C. P. SIll,dh. Ecl~·th ::\l e nk er.
Ang'ust 17. 1910.

G.

~. ZlIl1(lell. ::\lae Bell.
Septpllliwl' 14. 1910.

R. C. .A11I'('<1

' 10. Hilda Carlson ,

SUllllller. 1910.
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WILLIAM FREW, '12
Died Sept. 9, 1910
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GEO. E. IFOGG , '16
Died Jail., 1911.
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Foresters

5

AG·RONOlVIY .

Bctrays all the secrets of ol d
!\father Earth in order to tlUn
out blue rihbon, bench show
"Rubes. "
"\vatchwords : " :M ake hay
while the sun shines."
Catchwords: "Sow so that
'.,'ou may rcap- reap what yon
so :-;ow . "
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY .
"There's husbandry in heaven .' '-Shakespeare.
St) why not husbandry at the
U. A. C.. which some people
think is heayen and some people 1hink is -. Well, there
always "ill be opposite minded
peoplE' everywhere!
lIow to tell flheep from goats
and to know a "pig" or a
"jackasfl" at sight becomefl a
part of the practical working
knmdedge of every student of
animal husbandry who takes
a COli rse in "stock jurlgin g. "
1'h e "score cm"d practice"
referred to on page 65 of the
catalogue will doubtless save
many a temper at "Bridge."
as 1he conrse in "practical
fE'e(ling" will rlonhtless saye tbe
liveR of l1lan~' an innocent cat,
ranillE' and cana,n ·.
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"i/'_

BACTERIOLOGY.
"i'l1r-trria--lheil' lIa111r lS Ie·
g'101l.
:\lnre nn111erons than
• prpp.;' in ReptpmlwJ'. mor('
Ollll1iprp,pnt than ''111(:el1('1'S' 111
:\[ay. arc' these minnte invisihilitic:'<. \\Te el1t thr ;lip ba.'teria eranl1lled. hnt pr,)perly
'Fletehel"iz('d' they al'C quite
ill farj they often ad

harllllri'i~.

a,s an aiCl to (lig'l'slioll. Onc
I'ariety of hacteria, the oscuIV.ill bacterium, is known to affect the hra.rt action, sOllwtimc')
p e!'llHlllcntiy though as R rnle.
e~pe(·ial 'y among studell! s, the
effpd i''; merely a trIlI]JOra1')'
one. "
("'.ho\'e quoted from one of
Dr. FT'eclerirk's l ectures. )
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BOTANY .
.'\ p I il11rosp llY a river's brim
J\ ydl ow Illiml'ose "'as to him .

A nd it

1~' as

nothing mOrl'.
- -Scientifie vie11 poi nt.

To me the lllCant'st f1ow el'
1;]01"'; ran give thOllghts
that (1:1 often li e too d eep fol'
t(' <ll'~ .-~\ l'tist i (· \·iewpoinl.

tliai

:\. B.- A stndy of RotallY
may develop hoth vie\\'points I

CHEMISTRY.
Brief] y

all(1

dramatically

(·Inssified as a symbolical t1':1g'l'dy 1rhich all who rnll (~anllot
I'pnd.
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oIlt~.

DAIRYING.
Extracts from the diary of
a d.airy stuclent:
"A little churning is a dangerous thing,
Ch mll deep if you would have
the butter spring."
"An ounce of huttermilk
may be a pounn of cnre."
"Skim lightly over bubbleR. "
"Cream rises best in cold
weather. "
,. Butter raises best 1 n cold
wea1her. "
.. When you see the whey,
cheese it."
The above extracts illnst'rate
the practical nature of the
'I'ork being done in butter and
cheese making.
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HORTICULTURE.

01 the making of books on
gardens and garden ing there is
. n o rnd . A s:udy of horticull1UP "ill teach yon how to
make lhc garden, so YOll can
dispense " 'ith the books altogether.
Among the famous
hyhridizalion tba t t,:lis (jp[l'artl11ent has eFfrctcd \\'e call your
atlention to the fo ll owing:
The Bacha,pplum, a jui cy
pom e of a red browD color; the
Ballcarbeet, a succulent edible
of a. de~i cate straw color, has
slightly acr id flavor. Viprimocusmith, a flowering plallt
with polypetalous blossoms,
whil;h are sometimes used as a
so por ific,
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POULTRY HUSBANDRY ,
In

t h e spri ng t h e poult!')'
fanc i er
Gladly t mils to Lrood i llg carel';,
And t h ro u g h thp h atch es of tll('
n ight
His wa1'>tp tl fortune hI' repair",
For fnrt h pr infonnat ion 1'0garding the ,,'o'rk i n Poultry
TTnshantlr), spe Hnmorous Dl-'partment of this issllr of Tltt'
Buzzer,

VETERINARY SCIENCE,
To hr'i(11e Prgaslls , l'i(\(' ;].
hobhy-horse or look a g iH
horse in the mouth arr not
I:'xactl,v tlw things taught in
this most Immane s(' ienee. Bllt
tlw ills attending the rCluilH',
hovilH' . cClniue ane1 feline meJllbel'S of our cOlllllnmit,\' <11'('
ll'<ll'lled and connp(1 h~' roll'.
all(1 j'pme(lies loe th ei r rPli l'f sd
in 1:1 not(' hook to 1)(' Hpplil',\
when ne(;('ssary.
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ZOOLOGY AND
ENTOMOLOGY.
"Whatever there may be i ll
the heaveu above, 01' the earth
heneath. or the watel'S nncler
the earth. that J'lies or swim'>.
or creeps ('1' cra,,-ls. or hnzz,'s
Or stings. is of the most minute'
and micros(:opi!' interest to all
students of the lpns. slill« tltl'
net ann rampho·r hottle. ']'0
1i~rain at a gnat ,,-hil l' s\\'nllo\':illg an pjephllnt is not an llll(:olllmon st llllt in the' Plllhl',Yolli(' stages of scientific st ntl)--- IlO ex(·pp1ion on I'('('orcl I1l'l'I'.

(
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WINTER COURSE AND
FORESTRY.
Primarily for the benefit of
farmers and foresters. Consult
catalogue, pp. :17, 86. and The
Buzzer, Vol. I and n.

MECHANIC ARTS.
,Vhat with sawing and planing, turning and tempering.
grinding and milling, mouldting'
and
forging
the
"shop"
workers are kept as busy as the
atteoclance (!ommittee.
Gold
medal exhibit of planed lJoardl'l,
turned lathes. clothes pins an<l
horse shoes ahnys open fo1'
inspection.
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EXTENSION DEPARTMENT.
'L'h(' Extension Department
may be call ed a miniaturl3
Agricultural College on wheels,
Its primary aim is to carry to
the Jnen and ,,'omen of the
state practical scientific facts
which, applied to the fa'fln an(l
home, will make UR a happiel' ,
healthier l'111c1 wealthier people,
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Class in Wood Carving

HOME ECONOMICS.

"Here yon may roast
goose .. '-Shakespeare.

your

Yes. and h ere, too, you may
baste a turkey, dress a chicken.
draw a fish, carve a duck and
scallop beef. Well and good, the
above have a harmless though unculinary sounel. But 'when one
hears it rumored that in the wode
in Home E,conomics, students arc
not only allowed, but taught to
scald mille whip cream, beat eggs.
ponnd cake, mash potatoes and
cut bread, one wonders which
wouM be the gentler training fO'r
our :voung women, a course in domestic or yeterinary science.
We note in the cata logur that
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llome E co nomi cs ,,"ould seem to
mean the constru ct ion. sanitation.
deco ration and administrati on of
tlie hom e; the cooking of foods
and th e making of gowns and
bOD nets. ,Vhy an~' ~'OlU1g "'oman
equipped to do all the above
llamec1 things should not hav e any
man for the asking. we fail to see.
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General Science

ART.
(\Vit h apologies to Kipling. )
:\n<1 those that love Art shall he
happy ,
The~· shall sit 011 a ri c· kety chair al1(]
spJasl! at a POI'OllS canvas
With a trlle <lrtistic mI' .
The.\· SIU111 ha\·p no saints to c]nl\\from.
('Illistiall Hnd Frank. that's all;
They ~'h(lll \\'ork for a (lay at a sitting
.:\t the ('nd of a dark. c·old hall.
...\ Il(] only Pmr('ll shall praise them .
.. \ nd only Fletclwf shall blame.
Allc] all shall cll'a,Y for the Bllzzer.
\Vhat oc1c]s if the clrawing is lame ?
.A Il(] each for the joy of working.
"\ 11(1 each in his separate star.
!-4h<lll (]ra'" Fussy and Chl'is as he
sees 1hem
Alld not as they thillk they ar(' I
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GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.
Sweet is the studv of the "010gies," whi ~ h tea (·hp,,· ns to find sormons in fitonps and good in everything, enn in Faculty FossilR, or in
that "l'ocl<y-fellar" of the (l~ropa,gL1R
of learning, Jack COhurll.
HISTORY.
Dates antedating the dateless decades of cI inrnal llemocracies; the
deeds of the d~nllers in the dim distances; the rlail~' cloingR of dictators
and (livinities; the demoralizing
depredations of clominions, the derogatory clefamatiol1s and diabolical
decapitations of decadent despots;
the debentures and debaucheries;
the de bllt and decay and debris of
decemvirates; t h e diversities, devestihIres. doctri nes and documents of
dynamic dynasties; thi R is what a.
Dalo of history is marIe of!
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MATHEMATICS.

As taught at the U. A. C. the
courses in mathematics are arranged
to penetrate, in the shortest possible
time. the densest Dura Mater anciJ
the weakest Pia j[ater, and to act at
once upon the cerebrum, with a wonderful tonic effect. :lYIath. 4 has
been known to affect the cerebellum
and medulla ablongata of students in
such a way as to result in numerous
evils, among which may be mentioned cold feet, weak knees, and
softening of the backbone.
LIBRARY WORK.

Consult Miss Smith, but not during library hours. as no talking i.s
allowed in the library during stufly
perioci<:; !

.--'-
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ENGLISH.
To correct, elevate, pnrify, modulate. soften, to exterminate even,
English as she is spoke. writ,
spelle(l and thought at the U. A. O.
is the untiring. unceasing, never
ending. ever continuing, Atlantean,
Titanic, Herculean task of earh and
even' member of the English faculty.
That tIl e combinerl efforts of this most
august body to incrfase, replenish.
invigorate, chasten and expurgate
the English of the students under its
tutelage, have not been fruitless,
witness this paragraph and hearken
to the debaters, the public speakingers and the elocutionists
From founts of English undefiled,
In accents gentle or most mild,
~Iake t1wir mother tongue to cascadate
Like "'llter pouring o'er a spate.
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MODERN LANGUAGES.
\ \'hat mad and mad making noises
a re here ~
Expl etives,
epi th ets
epitaphs, ejacul ations, inYectiv o, anathemae.
hyperbole.
synecc1oche.
iron~' (by any other name! ) . alIn sions. yea. and metaphors. in mad
c:onfnsiol1 hurled. allll \\'e cO ll clml e
in t.he midst of the chaotic hubbuh. that the ability to use one's
mother tongue fluently and fo r cefll11? is the first requisite of the
tcac:hel' of foreign l anguages. quie1\:
or (l rac1.

MUSIC .
"Thc man th at h ath no mUSIC lU
himself,
\( or is not moved with concord of
s,,'ec't sounds,
Is fit for treasons. strategems and
spoils.' ,
Does the above quotation exphliu
why we arc all eager to play in the
haml or sing in the choir 1
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MILITARY SCIENCE AND
TACTICS.
'When Unrll' Sammy says we must
Of course we all obey,
At least in part, for "ve only Rluff
Drill every other day.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
We refer you to our new Gymnasium, which is a-building, the gift
of 1\'[r. Thomas Smart and the State
Legislature. Also to Coach 'l'eetzel
and Miss Stewart.
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PHYSICS.
It is cssential that every college
student understand thoroughly the
principles underlying the dissil'ation
and conservation of energy, and how
to maintain an equilibrium bet ween
the two , otherwise he isn't a college
student, but that most opprobrioLlx
and obnoxious of college iniquities, a
"grind." Physics teaches you jnst
that, and further, teaches you how
to overcome inertia and gravity and
avoifl. friction.
To be conversant with the behavior of liquicls in motion , to be
able to tell a non-conductor from a
conductor. and to know why a
street cal' stops, may all prove 01
practical value both during' college
life and after. A study of physics
will put you next to these valuables.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE .
.After a (;omparative study of government we arc still of th e opinion
that government by th e people. of
the people and for the people: should
not perish feom t,he eart h.

STENOGRAPHY AND TYPE WRITING .
Rapidjty and aCCll'I'C1C.V in reporting ",hat is sa id , so that nobody can
read it. and in "transcribing what
is reported" so that everybody can
r ead it. ,,,ould seem to he the aim of
the work in stenography and type-
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ACCOUNTING.

Consult Mr. P. E. Petersen , at his
Bonlevard Bungalow, befoTe and
after school hours. Consult Mr. [1.
A. Stevens in the Faculty Room, during school hours. Consult the catalogne. page 60, any old time. N. B.
- 1'here is no accounting for taste!
ECONOMICS.

The uatllre and scope of the work
in Economics may be seen from the

following valuable elective courses
that are to be offered in 1911-12.
("onSlllt catalogue.
23. Frenzied Finance.
23a. The 1\1an vv1.th the Job.
23b. 'l'lJe Attendance Committee.
(a 1 ) .-\s a 1)abor Union; (a2 ) As a
Trust.
23c. How to Tell the Bulls from
the Bears on ,Vall Street (Research
Course).
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Military

CAPTAIN LOCHLIN W . CAIFFEY
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Major Earl Goodwin

Staff Roster
Major ..................... .. ....................... Earl Goodwin
Adjutant . . ... ... ...... . . . . . .... . . ......... ....... Virgil L. Minear
Lieutenant ..... ......... . .............. , . ..... ..... Earnest Mohr
Quartermaster ... . . .. .. ......... .... ...... .. . ..... .. W. G. Woolley
Sergeant Major ........ .. .......... . .... .. ..... Edwin J. Holmgren
Color Sergeant ............... . ..... ... ........... George M. Fister
Drum Maj or ................. . . . ..... . .. .... ........ J. F. Woolley
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Company A
Ca.p tain ....... .. .. L. A. Richardson
First Lieutenant ...... Earnest Mohr
Second Lieutenant ... John O. Pence
First Sergeant ....... Amos P. Jones
Theodore Johnson
J ......... Heber Morrell
•
Sergeants. "1
I .. ... Bryant Martmeau
l ...... ... W. F. Winsor

r .....

.... ......... O.

Griffin
............ J. Osmond
)r ............ . B. Bullen
Corpora1s. "1
I ... .. ..... N. Sammons
R. Huges
............ B. Hansen
lYIusician ....... . .. . ..... J. Raleigh

l

Capt. Richardson

Company A
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Company B
Captain ......... Taylor Carmichael
Second Lieutenant ..... .. .. J. Carter
Second Lieutenant .... Ralph Wyatt
First Sergeant ... . .. .. . .. F. Barber

............ A.

Palmer
........... B. McBride
H. L. Hansen
Sergeants .
. ......... P. J . Kewley
I . ... ..... . .. P. Hansen
l ... ... , .. .O. H. Nelson

r

... .. ....

1

Corporals .

r ............. B.

Bullen

i .. ......... .. A.

Eames,

I ... . ......... . W. Muir

l ........ .... S. Morgan

Capt. Carmichael

Company B
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III

Company C
Captain .. , , . . . ... David Sharp, Jr.
First Lieutenant .. .. .. .. . R. Ba.rber
Second Lieutenant ......... L. Pond
First Sergeant . ..... . .... B. Morris

... ,....

,A. Thompson
....... ... ,J. K. Peart

Sergeants

'1'r '. .... ,., ..

Corporals ,

W. Thain
.......... ,J . A. Sharp
' ............ . H. John
. ...... ,. , ,B. McBride

.,.......... A. B. Ca.ine
.
r , .... . .. A. E. Merrill
~

.. , ..... , R. M. Madsen

II .... ..... E. L. Barrett
l ..... ·.··.·· .Wm. Litz
Capt. Sharp

Com pan y C
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When the Co-eds Took Drill

".

Th e First Ad d'em Macnine

The Student Body Organization

WS

o'gani,.tion inclndoe all the ,tudent, of the Agriou!tu,,}
College. Its purpose is to foster a spirit of genuine college
~ loyalty, and to train students in the art of self-government.
- The entire plan up to the present time has' proved highly successful. It has secure(l uniformity and dispatch in the administration
of student body affairs. The financial SUppOTt o'f the organization is
secured by charging eac.h student an annual fee of $5.00. For this,
the students are given free admiss:ion to all athletic, theatrical, lyceum, and social attractions given by the organization during the
school season.
This year the organization has provided the following: Four student body dances, five Lyceum Course numbers, three football games,
the High School and the College plays, the opera, "When Johnny
Comes l\'Iarching Home," Student I,iie, and the track meet with the
B. Y. U. of Provo. Besides these the stunents have enjoyed a number
of special events. such as the barbecue, when the football boys returned from their victorious l\f ontana trip: the funeral services of
the old gymnasium, the Thomas Smart day c.elebration, and the track
clean-up luncheon.
These events have brought the students together often, when that
good olclJ college spirit has been fostered, all times unpleasant connected with college life have been forgotten, and life has seemed its
brightest.

..
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STUDENT BODY OFFICERS

Managers

V. L. MARTINEAU, Track.
ABE COOLEY, Football.
J . L. PETERSON, Student Life.
J. W. JONES, Basketball.
V. C. WOOLLEY, Debating.
JAS. HOLDEN, Baseball.
DAVID SHARP, JR., Theatricals and Socials.
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Athletics

Coach Teetzel

CAPTAINS
David Forsey.

Abe Cooley.

Ive Egbert.

Ive Hobson.

Football Schedule
Oct. l-U. A. c., 18; Ogden High School, 3.
U. A. C., 45; Idaho Academy, O.
" 8-U. A. C., 12; University of Utah. 2l.
Nov. 2--U.
" 5-U.
" 9-U.
" 24-U.

A.
A.
A.
A.

C.,
C.,
C.,
C.,

5; University of Montana, 3.
5; Montana School of Mines, O.
19; Montana Agr. College, O.
0; University of Utah, 6.

With Captain Egbert and Coach Teetzel at the head, the year of
1910 marks the greatest of all gridiron seasons for the U. A. C. The
best of material was at work from th.e time school opened and haril,
persistent training on the part of the pla.yers developed a fast and
steady team, which cleaned up the State of Montana in one week and
played the final game with Utah stronger and better than it has been
played for years. With Jones to succeed Egbert as Captain for next
year great things are again expected.
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West Lindsay
Geo. Caine
IFred Brossard

Ive Hobson
Mike Andrews

Heber Hancock
Vere Marteneau
Elmer Brossard

8

Jenk Jones
James Holden

Jack Paddock
Capt. Egbert

Earl Robinson
Burns Crookston
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Basket Ball Schedule
Jan. 14--Fielding Academy, 11; D. A. C., 44.
" 20-0neic1a Stake Academy. 19; D. A. C. 56.
" 31-B. Y. C.\ 25; U. A. C.. 45.

"
"

4--B. Y. D., 29;
11-U. of D., 26;
17-U of u., 45;
lS-B. Y. U, 37;

"

20-B. Y. C., ]2; U. A. C., 27 .

Feb.

"

D. A. C., 19.
"G. A. C., 22.
U A. C., 32, Salt Lake.
U. A. C., 21, Provo.

The 1911 basketball season was not so successful as it might have
been. The team staten out in good form with all the old men back,
and won most of the preliminary games.
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First row: Jenk Jones (Manager ) , Walker, Ivan Hobson (Captain ) , Heber
Hancock, Coach Teetzel.
Second row: Ivan Egbert, Bur ns Crookston , Elmer Brossard.
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Student Life
Staf
Editor .. ... . . .. ... . .... . ... . . . ....... .. .... . .... D. E . ROBINSON
Associate Editor .. . . ... . ... . .... . ....... .. .. . . . .. .. .... J. WELCH
Business Manager .. .. .... . ...... . .... . . . . ....... . J . L. PETERSON
Athletics . .. . . . . ... . .... ..... ..... . ............. M. O. MAUGHAN
Exchange . .. .... ........... . ..... . .. . ......... A. E. STRATFORD
NAN NIBLEY
LocaJs . . ... ....... . .. . . . ....... . ..... .. ... .
D. SHARP, JR.
l

f

Literary Issue
Staff
Editor . ... .. . .. ..... . ... . ... ... .. . .... . . . . .. . ..... L. M. WINSOR
Associate Editor .... .. ... . .............. .. " . . . LON J. HADDOCK
Business Manager .... .. ........... .. .. .. ..... . . . . . . ABE COOLEY

Contributing Editors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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BESSIE W. DAY
IVAN HOBSON
CANUTE PETERSON
VEDA HUNSAKER
ELDA HAVEN OR

STUDENT LIFE STAFF

LITERARY ISSUE

Debating

D. E. Robinson, Newel Cornish, A. M. Gurjar
Thomas Medal Men
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V. C. Wooll e y, J. W e lsh , N. Comi s h , A. M. Gurjar

U. A. C. vs. U. of U.
Question: Resolved, that the Federal Government should levy a
graduated income tax, constitutionally conceded.
A. C. U., neg.; U. of U., aff. Neg., 2; aff., 1.
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w.

A. Lindsay, A. L Nelson, M. O. Maughan

u. A. C. vs. B. Y. U.
Resolved, That a system of direct primary nominations is preferable to nominations by caucus and conventions.
U. A. C., neg., 3; D. Y. U. , aff., O.
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H. Bunderson , I. B. Ball , W. L. Quayle

U. A. C. vs. lVI. A. C.
Resolved, That the Federal Government should exe'rcise direct
control over the development of water power.
U. A. C., neg., 0; M. A. C., aff., 3.
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A. L. NELSON

A. M. GURJAR
Inter-class Champions

J. S. MAJOR
Winner of Hendrick's Gold Medal
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"The College
Widow"

The Amazons

HIGH SCHOOL PLAY CAST.
From left to right.
Stand ing: Horace Nelson, Presci nda
Ballantyne, Ross Bassett, D. Earl
Harris, Lorenzo Hatch, Stella Peter·
son, Lela Johnson.

Sitting:
Clarence Aldous, Marie
Gard ner, Charlotte Stewart, Leona
Holmgren, Leonard Gould, Spencer
Eccles.
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-1£0-

"When
Johnny Comes
Marching
Home"
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Socials

Sorosis Ball
The Sorosis gave their annual dancing party on October 29th,
1910. The hall was <lecorated in orange and black. The decorations
were all suggestive of Hallowe 'en.
This year, contrary to the custom of other years. no special invitations were issued. A large crowd was in attendance and the party
was, in every respect, a complete success.

Agricultural Club Hop
A. C. students have come to look fO'l'ward to the Agricultural
Club dances as the jolliest of the year. '1'h<' one given this year came
up to expectations. The decorations were in keeping with the occasion,
heaps of carrots, onions, squash, and apples being used. Variou farm
implements were also in evidence. The Club members were attired in
breezy summer costumes, and the programmes were in the shape of
sugar beets. The refreshments. consisting of apples and cider, were
much appreciated.

Alumni Ball
The first dance of the New Year was given by the Alumni Association, January 0th, ancl proved even more successful than those
given the two previous ~r ears.
That everybody was glad to be back llncl anxious to see everybody
else was shown by the immense crowd present.
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Senior Ball
On February ] 3th the Seniors gave their annnal dance, which ,
like all Senior activities, was certainly a success .
The hall was decorated "'ith red hearts and other ornaments appropriately chosen for the occasion.
The social. congenial air that prevaile(l, combined with the heautiful decorations and delicious refreshments, marked it among the
important social events of the school year.

Woman's Club Dance
l\Ionday, February 20th, Itt the pavilion, the .A . C. Woman's Clu.b
gave a most enjoyable n.ancing party.
It was an invitation affair and about un e hundred and fifty
people were present. The walls were covered with large flags, and
the Washington's Birthday id ea ,vas also carried out in the refreshments and programs. TJocal society was well represented, as were
also the faculty and student body of the Agri cultural College.
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Military Ball
The eighteenth annual ::'.lilita'J_"Y Ball was the largest and most
sLlC:cessiL1I ever held in the history of the College. Hundrec1s of visitors
from all parts of the StHte fillel1 the Auditorium to its limit. The hall
was decorated with the Stars ana Stripes, and \\'ith pennants from the
different schools of the counte:y. In the refreshments the national
colors were also used, giving a decided mili1 ary effect.
The most distinctive feature of the evening was the "'ell exe cuted
d'l'j]l by the cadets ana the review of the battalion by Governor Spry
and his staff.
'1'his ball has always bcrn the lar'gest and most elahorate affair
of the year, and its marked success shows the rapid growth that is
being made by the :Military Department, and the important place it
is coming to hold in the school.
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The Junior Prom.
Because the Junior Prom is so pleasant to remember, and because
there 'a re some poor souls who will hear of it here or nowhere, we
write this page.
First of all the butterflies made you feel young again. A manly
Senior is reported to have started in pursuit of a green one which was
caught by the draught of a lowered window.
The spir1er web woven by the Sophomores caught many a flitting
couple, The booths of the other classes were artistically decorated
and added a plcasantness to the whole.
This party shall go dow'll in history a<; the first real Junior Prom
at the Agricultural College. "Pa and Ma" Caine lead the promenade.
which, after forming s('veral figures, and retraversing the length of
the hall several times, advan ced in a solid body across the long hall,
and our f irst promenade was ended.
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Fraternities

Sigma Alpha
ELMER JOHNSON
LUTHER HOWELL
ALFRED STRATFORD
ORVILLE ADAMS
CHARLES WEST
V'lILLIAM CLARK
BRYANT MARTINEAU
JACKSON MAJOR
BOOKER PRESTON
LA WRENCE CAINE
EARL GOODWIN
EARL ROBINSON
ROY RUDOLPH
J. D. VAN WAGONER
AARON OLSEN
DA VE STODDARD
MERLE TAYLOR
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ED. LAURENSEN
ED. HOLMGREN
" EPH." RALPH
ALBERT BOWMAN
ARTHUR ELLISON
LON WINSOR
EARL ROBINSON
EARN HOFF
JUN TOVEY
TAYLOR CARMICHAEL
WM. WALKER

VERE MARTINEAU
HEBER HANCOCK
EDGAR BROSSARD
ABE COOLEY
FRED BROSSARD
IVAN HOBSON
WEST LINDSEY
VERN PETERSON
M. C. HARRIS
ERASTUS PETERSON
VERN WOOLLEY
LEON POND
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Del ta Theta Sigma
National HonoraJ'Y Fraternity.

E. T. RALPH
A. E. BOWMAN
L. M. WINSOR
A. C. COOLEY
JAMES H. HOLDEN
JESSE L. PET~RSON
DA VID JENNINGS
E.P.HOFF
G. M. TURPIN
V. L. MARTINEAU
J. K. OLSEN
J. T. CAINE III
ROBERT STEWART
J. C. HOGENSON

TAYLOR CARMICHAEL
JNO. A. WIDTSOE
W. L. WALKER
J. W. JONES
BYRON ALDER
P. V. CARDON
H. J. FREDERICK
V.A. SADLER
F ~ A.

WYATT

DAVID SHARP
J. S. WELCH
W. L. QUAYLE
L. A. MERRILL
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Phi Kappa Iota
F. FROERER
A. B. BALLANTYNE
H. T. PLANT, Jr.
J.A. WILLEY
LEO MERRILL
J. W. JONES
J. W. OLSEN
I. EGBERT
M. J. ANDREWS
L. L.COOK
W . BATT
J. L. PETERSON
J . J. ANDREWS
J. W. SESSIONS
G. B. CAINE
W. L. SMITH
R. PETERSON
E. BROSSARD
J. A. PENCE
GEO. FISTER
A. B. CAINE
M.O.MAUGHN
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Clubs and
Societies

The Sorosis Society
MYRTLE HOFF
ELLA STEW ART
ELDA HA VENOR
ELIZABETH FRAZEE
VIVIAN HATCH
LUCILE JENSEN
JEAN CROOKSTON
ANNA MATHISEN
EDITH BULLEN
BLANCHE COOPER
HATTIE SMITH
IRENE HENDRICKSON
CORAL KERR
CLARA PARRISH
NAN NIBLEY
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Agricultural Club
J. W. Sessions (Pres.)
A. J. Knapp (V. Pres.)
J . L. Peterson (Secy. and Treas.)
F. M. Brown
Elmer Brossard
A. E. Bowman
L. L. Cook
A. L. Cook
A. C. Cooley
Geo. B. Caine
Alf. Caine
Ivan Egbert
Fred Froerer
A. M. Gurja,r
Heber Hancock
Evan Hobson
J. W. Jones
W. L. Jones
W. R. Knudson
J. C. Lambert
C. L. Merrill

Vere Martineau
J. K. Olsen
J. W. Olsen
Jack Paddock
Lester Richardson
David Sharp
Bob Wrigley
L. M. Winsor
J . A. Willey
A. E. Stratford
Junius Andrews
Mexie Holden
Earl Robinson
John Wilson
H. L. Hansen
Ernest Mohr
Andrew Nelsen
Charlie West
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Ra,y Hougaard
Ralph Wyatt
A. D. Ellison
M. R. Ensign
Byron Alder
Roy Beagley
Norman Jensen
Ezra C. Carter
J. W. Peters
John Alder
A. G. Eames
Bryant Martineau
N. A. Nelsen
Raymond Smith
O. F. Peel
C. W. Lindsay
West Lindsay

Mechanic Arts Club
Left to right.
First row-J. S. Richardson, T. W. Shewell.
Second row-J. H. Nelson, J. C. Juhl, E. Nielson, G. Burnett.
Third row-Frank Halls, Don C. Froerer, F. E. Shurtliff, J. T.
Steed, V. V. Duke, J. W. Phillips (Pres.), H. R. Barber, W. A. Peterson,
M. J. Beck, Allen Taylor, Arthur Davidson.
Fourth row-Roy Nakasana, David Hughs, H. P. Madsen, O. J.
Hanson, W. S. Drew, E. P. Pulley, A. Newey, H. J. Webb, L. E. Felt.
Fifth row-W. E. Steed, J . Hedden, Mc. Carrell, V. Powell, R.
Rider, J. E. Reggs, L. Reese, H. E. Johns.
Sixth row-G. E. Moore, E. Halls, J. A. Hendricks, V. Gardener.
L. Felt, H. E. J elt.
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Commercial Club
From 1eft to right.
Top row :
WILBUR THAIN
HENRY JOHNSON
W. L. SMITH
A. L. HANSEN
G. L. JANSON
T. J. COLE
A. A. PALMER
J. G. OSMOND
JOHN LUSCHER
N. J. CROOKSTON
E. M. MORRIS

Bottom row:
E. J. LAURENSON
L. A. STEVENS
JEFFERSON BYBEE
W. N. MOSES
CANUTE PETERSON
HERVIN BUNDERSON
H. T. PLANT
N. J. CROOKSTON
W. F. BARBER
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Blade and Scabbard
From left to right.
Top row:
W. G. WOOLLEY
J. T. STEED
J. CARTER
L. A. RICHARDSON
J. L. PETERSON
R. BARBER
J. PENCE

Bottom row:
D. SHARP, JR.
W. L. JONES
L. M. WINSOR
E. GOODWIN
E.MOHR
W. M. BALL
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Agrora
WALTER LINDSAY
M. G. HARRIS

NEWEL COMISH
M.O.MAUGHAN

W. L. QUALE

A. M. GURGAR
V. C. WOOLLEY

J . S. WELCH
1. B. BALL

LEROY STEVENS

C. W. PORTER
J. W. SESSIONS
AUGUST NELSON
HERVIN BUNDERSON
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Ethical Society
Bottom row:
(1) A . L. NELSON

(2) C. S. SNOW
(3) CANUTE PETERSON
(Sec. and Treas.)

(4) NEWEL H. COMISH (Pres.)
(5) A. L . COOK (Vice Pres.)

(6) H. BUNDERSON
(7) C. J. SORNSEN

Top row :
(8) JOHN WHITE

(9) J . G. OSMOND

(10) W. N. MOSES
(11) W . CHRISTIAN

(12) J . C. LAMBERT
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The Senior Loan Fund

~

URING

the present year scores of our best students have been
compelled to leave school because they lacked sufficient funds
to continue their work. In most of these cases fifty to
seventy-five dollars would have been enough to tidc each inrlividual over until the end of the year. But money was scarce and
banks c.o uld· not make loans even to those who had good security to
offer, to say nothing of those who had only theiT personal notes. Aid
could not be secured from members of the faculty, since some of them
alread,y had several thousand dollars outstanding in the form of small
loans to students. The school could do nothing, since it had no fund
establishen for that purpose. '1'he only alternative left to t.hese students was to withdraw.
That such a condition should exist in a college in which the State
offers so many excellent opportunities for educational advancement is
not only unfortunate, but unnecessary. That something must be done
immediately to ameliorate this condition is self-evident, for wc cannot
afford to be thc only school of our size in the country which has no
means' provided whereby deserving students, who are in need of financial aid, can secure a small loan in orner to complete their course of
study.
To meet this problem,-and we consider it the greatest present
need of the College,-the Senior Class has led in a movement to establish for the school a loan fund, to be known as the "Loan Fund
of the Class of 1911." To start this fund the Seniors have contributed
six hundred dollars. The fund shall be placed! under the control o£
the Board of Trustees of the College. which shall have the power to
appoint a committee from the faculty to make all nisbursements in a
proper mann er. It shall be loaned, preferably to students of Senior
or Junior standing. at a low rate ' of interest, for a certain definite
period of time, and in maximum and minimum amounts. In order
that these loans maY' be used for current expenses only, they shall be
p'a jd monthly to the borrower in amounts not exceeding twenty-five
dollars. To protect the fund from losses, each borrower must have
his personal note covering the amount of his obligation endorsed by
at least one person.
The fund will thus be made perpetual and by means of the accumulating interest it will in a, term of years duplicatp its'elf, thus
augmenting its power of doing goon.
This move of the Olass of 1911 has awakened a keen interest in
the school. The faculty has seen the wisdom of it and as a body has
subscribed the sum of six hundred dollars. The raising of more than
a thousand dollars for such a worthy purpose encouraged the Seniors
so much that they set about to solicit additional contributions from
the influ,ential and wealthy men of the State. In spite of the fact that
money is &0 scarce, a sUJbstantial sum has been secured; and when
some, who did not state the amount which they would give, make
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their contributions, "'e feel that our judgment "'ill not be far off if
we say that another thousand dollaI'S has been added to the amount
which has already been raised at the school.
The big men of the State are behind UE in this movement. They
believe that the Agricultural College standE for the indust.rial development of the Intermountain Region, and that its work in assisting
the farmer fills one of the most vital needs of our country. Th e
existing financial stringency has made it impossible for some of our
most philanthropic citizens to assist in enla.rging this fund. However,
we were assu'I'ed by them that as soon as conditions' improved they
would be glad to help us. There are many others in the State who
will gladly render us assistance if we but ask them. The Senior Class
will not be able to reach them all. Is rests with those who follow us
to carryon this work. Our step is the first and therefore a small
one. Our successors must follow it up, for we know that they can do
nothing better than to help others to help themselves. Ii the fund is
used for this purpose it will answer the wishes of the Senior Class
of 1911.
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fj BOOK FI\I[ .

HlJt[OROU~

'

A Few Prof's and Some of Their
Ambitions at this Age.

Lizzie Smith-To conduct a householil.
Hyrum Frederick-To become a violinist.
Georgie Jensen-To own an extensive poultry plant.
FTankie Arnold-To become the manager of a cereal factory.

Sarah Huntsman-Saw in the mists a second Bernhardt.
Johnnie Caine III-Had a craze for blue ribbon.
Wilbert Drew-To follow in the footsteps of Goliath.
Bob Stewart-A soldier bold.
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.Jimmie lJogansoll-B"hhled of a J'P]))'C(hlCtiol1 of
Joseph Jellsel1--\Yishec1 to he

~tate

c,

Bnll-Rlln."

8cl1ato1' for Alaska.

ClaEfic T!'etzel-Rol1ec1 before the mirror, and thought deeply of
pink teas.
Cal Fetcher-ITe desi'/'eel to lw the vilJage blacksmith.

Alvin P eclel'sen- To r eclaim the ariel wastes of Sanpete.
Johnnie Van \\Tag-oll er-His natural insLinct was to be a retiring
bachelor.
Willi e Walker-His one desire was to sell Circus Lemonacle.
Ellen Huntington- T o eause a ripple in the X ew York "400."
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Buddie Saxer-A sailor bold was his desire.
Christian Larsen-His fondest ambition was to own a "hog
ranch" in Greenville.
George Thatcher-Hoped to sing " coon songs" on the vaudeville
cir,c uit.
Melle Manning-Longed to be a ninety-pound" gum chewer" In
a swell cafe.

August Hansen-Longed to become a tight wire artist.
Sockie Powell-His ambitions tw'ned to a street car concluctorship.
Lottie Kyle-Saw in the dim future a cosy "Harlem" flat.
Katie Clark-The only one whose ambitions have been realized.
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Poultry Husbandry
~W
i'lr have v;,;ted the Poultry Department of the Agr;eultnral

College and have found it thriving. The hens seem little di::l"
- turbed over the qnestion of appropriations ani! the ne'y
gymnasium. 'l'hey feel that they can "lay" bacle on their
- "
laurels and view the world ,rith el[uanimi1y, not to Ray optimism.
And yet there is a note of sadness about the department. One
can't help pitying these poor hens, they haye so little to look forward
to. Compare their lot with that of the orrlinary barn-yard hen.
Everyone knows how exciting life in the hen-yard rna:,>' be at times.
The prospect of being chased lJ'y a sma,ll boy, the chance of having
an extra tit-bit for luncheon, the joy of raising a family and the feeling
of resporu;ibility attached thereto. or even that awful possihility at
certain seasons of the year--Thanksgiving, for example. How different is it with the .A. C. hen. She has nothing to fear from small
boys, most certainly not, and she has no variety of rliet. In fact, the
rationR of the hens are doled out with th~ most rliabolical precision.
Further, there is no chance to raise a family, nor does 'l'hanksgiving,
save when accompanied by a barbecue, strike terror in the gallinacious
breast. Instead, dull monotony, the dullest sort of monotony, attends
the life of the A. C. hen. She rises at a fixed hour, completeR her
toilet, has breakfast served with the other inmates of the institution,
lays an egg, and spends the remainder of the day in meditation awaiting the evening meal, shortly after which she retireR. Of course. it is
a healthy enough existence, but it must be trying on the nerves .
Perhaps we have paintfld the picture too black. There is a hrighter
side. One tillng rloes make life in the A. C. poultry shed endurable
and that is the spirit of rivalry and wholesome competition. ']'he egglaying contests make the individuals and the teams vie ·with each
other. Nearly all the hens were in training wJlen we visited the quarters. Of course. being in training means certain hardships. One's
diet is strictly preserihed; it'R "early to bed and early to rise," but it's
all worth while after all. 'l'he Juniors were out against the Seniors
last week and the odds seemed all in favor of the .Tuniors. The score
by the latest report stood] 26 to 119, which shows remarkable laying
on the part of the Juniors. But they have the most "eg"-regious ,ray
of keeping score. They even Cuunt "fowls"! The Juniors were very
jo:",ful over the score as it stoo(l at the end of the first half, and we
were struck h~' the spirit and enthusiasm shown in the organi7.cd
cackling. The cackle leader is a wonder. E'ven in inter-claRs la.ying,
however. there is a gloomy side to the picture. A hard and ernel
·world gives the hens very little credit for their good work. \"1 e were
told. on good anthority, too, that the trainer gets all the gl(ln'. It
does seem as if the teams a.nd the individl!als on the team,.; deserverl
some praise. They don't so much as get their numerals, nor evell cups.
Of course, no self-respecting hen would care for a cup. so to get round
this, realiizng the usual feminine weakness. they present them wit.h
anklets. Nearly every hen. yes. I believe, quite every hen had won
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one of these trophies. .And the:\, "'ere sJ.-'otting them. too. They are
so proud of these rewards, that they "'ear them, [ am told, night and
day.
No account of the Poultry Department wonlll be complete without
a "'ord or two about the incubators an(l brooders. 'l'he former I view
"'ith great abhorrence. and they are not a bit in1 eresting; notlliJj,~ bnt
a lot of the most or(1in£11'Y 10okil1g eggs enveloped in a vile od.)l' of
coal oil and surrounded with thcrmometers. They arr l)ad things.
these incubators. the <.:onsequence of a clecayillg (·j\'ilization. and I
shudder at the thought of how they are undrrminilJg the family, an
institution that is at 1he basis of all society. Let 11S no ~ (h',ell on this
subject of snch gloomy import. but turn to the brooc1e'·s.
,Ve saw seyeral hrooclers cl'o,nlecl with pOOl' orphan chieks hrooding over their troubles.. One must feel intrnsely SalTY for these
unfortunate waifs; they han' so gloomy a future. Som •.\ ()f them will,
if they live. go out for the teams. possihly ureaI\ the 'w orld's record,
win an anklet. and be8to\\- mOl'C kuuos on the Professor of Poultry
Husbandry. Even so . life is hound to be dull for them.
In conclusion, ho\\'e\'er, let liS think on another side of the mal ter.
Let us rememher that the Ponltry Department is doing a, grea,t work,
that it is increasing the average munber of eggs per hen per year and
at the same time redncing the cost of feeding the beasts. The d('partment is thereby reducing the cost of living and benefit:r.!!, humanity.
Eweryone, therefore, from the tiniest egg in the ill '3 lllelliugincubator
to Head Trainer Tnrpin himself. cleserves praise and the heaTtiest
congratulations of an egg eating ",·orld.
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Queening
~IIlS

;u,titu lion. in keep;ng with mo,t oth,,~. ;, "'ell ab"""t 01
modern times. Like agriculture, it has had its most pronounced
~ development in the last few generations.
The person who
- - stops to compare mOllern queening methods with those of
Puritan times first lifts high his hands in astonishment, then 10IVers
them to his breast in thanksgiving for the change . When we contrast
the little affair of Alden, Standish and Pris(:illa with the ardent wooing of a present-day college Sophomore, ,,-e uegin to realize the extent
of the change. At first glance it seems hard to ennmerate the differences between the two, hut to the mincl of the careful student of such
matters it is at once apparent that the little differences can be summed
up in a few wOTds. The great vocalist, Haddock. hit the nail squarely
on the head in his delightful little song, "It's Only a Little Hot Air."
Enough for the history of "Queening." ,Ve of the present generation are much more deepl? interested in the modern variety.
Present-day "qneening." in the words of the poet Vickers, is a
"tantali7.ing imitation of a spring-chicken a-sizzling in the pan, or a
hungry picaninny eaLing ;l "water-million." There are two genC'ral
divisions of the institntion, viz., the Logan brand and all other kinds.
The Logan variety is of two ki ncls , viz., diversified and solitary.
Among Loganites in general the first kind is called catch-as-catch-can.
Among Aggies in particular it is lmown as the "Wyatt" brand. 1'he
other type. in which yon become "brand-D(;w" with one girl only, is
known on the campus as the Sharp-Hobson system.
Both systems have thrir l1Jerits. The rirst affords a variety of
scenery and develops within the man an ingenuity exceeding gl'cat.
The second enables OlJe to find a home without fear of any unexpected
intnIBion, any time he may set his heart on seeking it. The solitary
man becomes the i(lol of the envious prep, ,yhile the disciple of V{yatt
has the good ,,'j]] of the faculty, who r;a~- . as did the knights of old.
".A girl's a. girl for a' th at. "
'I'Ve the editors, uphold the faculty in this, their one great decision of allY moment. Wf:' are snrprir;ed that no time is given to the
teaching of this subject in our school. and desire to rali to the attention
:)f the faculty the fact that. while nearly all of our best literatnre is
based on some litt le qneening venture, not the least melltion of it made
in any of our numcrous literary C011rses. ,Vhile most, if not all. of the
English Faculty are no rlOllbt llnable of thf:'l11selves to condllct classes
in "Literatllre of Queening." a happy medinm could easily be stmrk
by appointing an advisory committee to confer with the regula'!' instructors. We wonld suggest that Profesors Hoff and Caine TIl be
two memberr; of this committee.
Until thjs work is taken up by the school we shall have to struggle
along with what we have. Some of our leatling "qneeners" have individual songs and ballads of their own . "Wyatt. of "catch-as-catch- 205-

can" fame, is! often heard as he wends his way through the GoJlege
orchard, pruning shears in hand, giving voice to the f?llowing:
l\Iy Dixie Darling,
List to my song I sing,
Beneath the sil \'ery moon
With banjo right in time, etc.
Certainly a pleasing little ba.llarl., denoting a happy frame of mind.
Other sentiments, sueh as "\\That's the Use of Smoking. When You
Blow the Smoke Away," sung by Williams , anrl. ".No Wedding Bells
for Me," sung by Ratcliffe. are very pleasing, but who will agree
that they even approach SllCh songs as the "queening ballad" given
above and t.he silJging of "Carry :Me Back to Old Virginia," by Carmichael, "Won't You Be l\Ty Loving Henry, " by Anna Christensen,
and the duet, "He's l\Iy Pal," by Lucile Jensen and Patti Barrett.
No, srr. no nominally constituted person between the ages of 18
and 30 will disagree with us wh0n we say "(]ueening" is the most
expostracating of all modern methods of amusement-not one! And
now, let us all join in the grand old song, "Fly the IJight of the Silvery
Moon."
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Economics

if l.h' ,thangm thing, about life i, that th' poo, who need
money th' most Hr're tho very wans that niver have it. Ye 're
ayether born poor or rich . t' say nothing of being hanrlsome .. It
makes no c1iff'i el'llce whether or n ot yo have money to h egin
,,·ith. If ye're born to be rich. yc'll be ri ch, an' if ye're born to be
poor, ye'll be poor. Th e 'mttons on ye'er vest tell th' stor·y. Rich
man, poor man, beggar mnn. rich man , 01' wurrurls to that effect. J
find I ahrays have aycther two or six buttons.
"If you savc ye' money, .
Ye'r 'miser, '
If ye spend it.
Ye'er a'roundcr.'
If ye keep it,
Ye'er a 'tight wad.'
If ye make it,
Ye'or a 'grafter,'
If ye clon't get it.
Ye'er 'bum,'
So what 1he It - 's the use ~ "

A rolling stone gathcrs no
so there ye have it.

mOSH ,

yet a setting hen niver gets fat,
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Calendar
SEPTEMBER, 1910.
Jl-Looking for a Boarding plare.

] 3-Rcgistl'ation of Students.
17- Fil'st dass

da~· .

",\dvice.'· gY·ind."

20- In struction begins.
22- Ive Egbert elected Football captain for 1 DW.
23- First issue of Student Life for this year.
29- The " Ag Cluh" holLl first regular meeting fu]' this TeT'm.
22-News of 'Vm. Frew's (leath.
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30-First Fraternity House established.

OCTOBER, 1910.

I - Football season opens.
Aggies, 18; Ogden, 3.
7-Annual Football Rally.
8-ADnual Lou(l-Sock-Day Celebration.
8-Aggies, 12; F. of D., 21.
J O-Jlmiors "get acquainted."
JO- Professors Lars en and Dale entertain U. A. C. Woman's Club.
ll-Dniversity Club Dance.
13-l\lemorial Services held for Wm. Frew.
J 5-Aggies, 44; Academy of Idaho, O.
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I7-First Student Body Dance--an d everyone had a good tim e.
2I-Appearance of "Stunel,t Lies," on r eceipt of ,,-hi ch Prof. Pull ey
smiled.
22--Th e Senior Party fails to initiate the" Preps."
29-H. E. C. entertain the" Ag Club" at a ghostly Hallow een Party.
3I- Football team leaves for Montana.
3I- Sorosis give annual ball.

NOVEMBER, 1910.
I -College Roll appeaTS.
l - Dr. rrhomas warns students to avoid the prohibition (prohation )
committee.
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2- ~T iDt er Course commences.
2- 0ur first :Thlontana scalp.
Aggjes. ;); IT. of :Jlontana, 3.

4--Enthusiasm unhcarable.
5- Aggi es, 5; Sch ool of :'I1ines. O.
9-Aggies, ] 9; 1\[. A. C.. O.
IO- Faculty visit the rattle barns and d ecid e to give 11 8 a Barbecue.
] I - Celebration for returning h ero es .
I2- :ThIme. Friecla T.1allgen dOl'ff 's Coneett. l,"'i'I'st Ly cellm ~lIlllher.
I 5-Xcw Commer cial ("Jub organized.
23- " Agora" debating society organ ized .
24--Resulis of Hoodoo.
Aggies, 0; U. of U .. 6.
:24--School adjourns for Thanksgivin g vacation.

DECEMBER, 1910.
5-" Amazon" cast perform in Provid en ce.
5-Annnal "Ag CIn b" Ball.
7- A meat- cutting demonstration.
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lO-Ogden High School present their Opera. "Ermin ie."
12-The e . A. C. nigh Sehool stndents present" The Amazons" to the
Student Body amI Faculty.
13- " Amazons" r eappear to a crtnHlec1 honse and an appreciative
andienee.
12- (' . .A. C. football men bl111qurtec1 by :Jlr. r. ~\. '1'hatcher.
]4--IYinte]' Conrse ~t11fIentA<; sho\\' 1he horses.

16-" The Professor's Love Story" presented b:' U. Dl'amatic Club.
l6-Pi Zet's initiation stunts .
l7-Xmas vacation begins, and
IS-The "Calendar" slumbers.
JANUARY, 1911.
3- 3chool again, but under new rules an[l regulations.
9-Annual ::\Iid-Winter Alumni Ball sets the pace for tIle Social season_
ll-Seconrl Student Body Ball. A stormy night hut a big cTowd .
] 3- J\Ir .Hubbard lectures on the values amI pmyer of mnsic.

l :~ -B{lsl,ethall

S011son hegins.
"\ cadem:' of Idaho. ] 1 ; Aggies. 4J.
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20- Agg'ies, 56; Presto n. 19.
2J - Whitn ey Broth ers' Concert.
24-Farmers' Ronnd-up Course begins.

25- J. S. Cob urn a tt ends chap el.
29- Dr. Thomas finds" a pair of spectacles coming up the hill."
30-Italian boy wuncl er pianist ente'rtains students at Tab E'maclc.
31- Seniors form a gymnasium league.

FEBRUARY, 1911.
4-Aggies, 19; B. Y. P .. 29.
5- The Legislature I'E'('.eivf'R a visit.
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6- " When Johnny Oomes Marching Home" presented by C. A. C.
musical students.
] I-Closing Intercollegiate basketball game.
Aggies , 22; U. of u., 26.
ll- Students' Art Exhibit at the U. A. O.
13-Senior Dance. A heart affair.
1 5-Bas~retball

team leave for Salt JJake Oity.

I7- Aggies, 32; U. of
I8- Aggies. 23; B. Y.

u., 45.
u., 39.

] 8-Aggies win third place in the basketball league.
20-0m' basketball season closes.

2I- We celebrate Washington's and Lincoln's Birthdays.
24-Hon. 1'homas Smart gives $]0,000 towards our n ew gymnasium.
27- Students witness the Aviation Me et.

MARCH, 1911.

3-" Oollege Widow" performs in Hyde Park.
6-Annual Military Ball.
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7-No school.
OUl' 11e,,,

Fn~lIlt\'

and simIen!s ('elchl'nte for Thomas Smart and

Gym. '

Ath letic men bury the olel Gynl.

Prof. Arnold anel Dntrh IT also celebrate.
lO-U. A. C. and lJ. of r. clash in ([ebate.
U-Juniors have ex~iting , . hllt1 erfly hees."
17-"College ,Viclm,," presented.
l2-Dramatic Troupe lenves for Sa it Lak0 City and Provo,
2-:l:--Juniors auction elass hooths.
"College Wielow" makes last appearance.
25-U. A. C. and B. Y. U. Debate.
27-Third annual ,Junior Pr01l1. "Best ever."
30-Debating team leaves for ·! \Iontana.
31-U. A. r. and :;\J. A. C. Dchate.
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APRIL, 1911.
l -.Aggies Baseball team promis0d a trip to Japan.
8-Sllldents arc givpn a spring "aca tion.
1 O- Shad~' places in great demand.

] 3-Brossard and Woolley discuss the revised Constitution.
] 4--Baseball ancl Track work begin in carnest.
First oratorical contest.
15-Arbor day celebrated b~ ' all elasscs.
S . .Ja ckson :'IJajor 'wins the Hendrieks Medal.
] 6-Professors Larsen and Dale give an Ea'lter Breakfast.
21-Gym girls have" Open Day."
22-Juniors entertain the Seniors.
21--"Buzzer goes to rest."
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13

A Happy Moment

It!lI HAVrCOTOuaCyM.\

A ugus t: "M y ! T hilt is a w e r y wici ous w eal!"

(;Kr '[fS'rRY

Kemistry Notes

<leob with the p"o"'" of "makin' ,hange," 'I'hm
is tu kinds ur cbanges: kemicle and fisikle. If a persen gits
. ,
into a fite an gits both h is e~'es blackec1. tb at's a fisikle change;
but if he giis into a fite and gits killed, that's a kemikle change.
Reason: cos he can't ever back. The mane thing in Kemistry is the
atoui. When you kin divide it ]]0 more. that's a atom. Yu can't see,
hear, smell, taste, or feal a atom. yu jist think it. When yll see a young
feller "'hat's in luv an' he wanders throo life all alone, he's a atom.
But when he meats a gurl an' finely gits h er to marry him, then them
too atoms unite tu form a ::\Iolly-kul e.
:l\Iost Kem One students w'oodn't no a 1\1011y-kule if they met one
in the hall a~ most l\Iolly-kules have different shapes an' proporshuns,
all dependin ' on the way they happ en to arrange their selfs.
Next we cum tu the Gram l\'Iolly-kule. Gram. as every stoodent
in Latin noes, is the root for Gramura, heJJs. The Gram Molly-kule
is the anc.ester uv the J\[olly-h:ul e.
All Molly-kules shud be kep out uv the lite. or else they will
dizolve away into kristles.
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"The 8iscult Slingers"

"The Teabones"

Locals
Taylor (in Econ. II); "I still contend. Dr. '1'homas, that the
Socialists are doing a great deal of good in Germany."
Dr. Thomas; "I challenge you to name EI single instanc:e. sir."
Taylor ; "The~T have. through agitation, canserl the tax: on bcer
to be low ered considerably."
Ensign (in Ag. 4 ) ; " I read, recentl~·. of a crrtain RmlslEin scientist who caused 30,000 sprouts to come from a single 11: l:'1"nel of
wheat."
Dr. vVidtsoe; "I do not recHll h aving heard of it."
Ensigl1; "But, Doctor, did all of these sprouts come in one

~'e ar?"

,Villiams; "What did yon think of Prexie's chflpel talk this
morning ? "
Ratcliffe; "lIe may have meant well. L11t he had conllitions reversed.' ,
Williams; "How's that?"
Ratcliffe; " ITe should hav e sflic1 'it's a rlisg'eac e to an~' io"c r of
a good cigar to be caught down to,yn in a drill uniform.' "
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What Would Happen If:
Snow didn't know.
Willie forgot his grouch.
Young Cook forgot to explain.
The Faculty bought the poor farm and sold it for bnilding lots ..
Jack didn't carry a kodak.
J. Wiley didn't smile.
Miss Funk had no Session to holel..
Dr. 'l'homas and Pa Caine kept out of the halls.
The Profs. didn't sleep in Chapel.
The Professor of Horticulture wasn't a Batchelor.

F. M. Brown (at cigar store ) : "Give me two cigars."
Clerk: "What kind will you have ~ "
B.: "o.h, any kind vvm do. They all make me sick."
Stuki (in Geology): " There are fish in Salt IJakc."
Prof. Pete'rson: "That may be, but if there are they'll hecp."

From Bat to Bat
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The Dress Suit
From Different Points of View
Mr. Chairman: Now, if you want us to dress like country .Jakes
or hoboes, or waiters in a rcstaurant. all right. we will do it; but as
for putting on dress snits, I fOT one won't wear one to have my picture
taken in. or at any other time.
1\lr. Chairman: I think it is a good idea to adopt something new,
something which will be different from what has been done in . other
years by the Juniors.
But now, in regarrls to wearing the dress suits: Of course I think
we shall have no trouble in securing enough of them fo'r the occasion.
Some members of the class (looks at Taylor) already have a suit and we
can easily borrow enough for those who haven't one, or can't afford one,
or wouldn't care to buy a suit. But it seems to me that we are putting
ourselves on a par with the professors by wearin"g one. Of course,
I think it 's a good suggestion, but don't you think it would be pushing
OUTS elves forward too much? Putting ourselves on an equal basis
with tihe professors who have earned their titles ~ " If we wear these
dress suits there will be nothing to distinguish llS from the professors.

F ro m Bal l t o 8 all
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The Mill T ax

Freshie : "What did Y011 think of 10clay's chapel talk?"
First Year: "Huh , it ,yas like an orange with the jui ce all g()lIc."
Lennie: "Who is going to put legs on all thos e
Irene: "Nobody. Buttcdlics don't have legs ."

butt erflies ~"

Terzah: "Is a nigger's lollgnc black?"
F'riend: "So you are manicrl at last, Bowman."
Bowman: "Y cs, l\laime 11ll(J r are both married."
Opportunity comes to ('yer:-' man.
love, and fortune.

Through it h e galDs ,,·calth.

Struck by Ha r d Luc k
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The place you're in is very near what you're fitted to fill.
wise you would get out and find another.

OthE:_ .

lIoff: "A boil in the pot is worth two on the neck."
Miss Jardine: "I shall marry a million dollar man. I'll try to
loye him. hut if I can't I'll be polite to him and travel alone as much
as possibl e."
B.: .. I do wish Miss Guild ,rould stand up, she's as limp as a crep<,
veil.' ,

Vera Parkinson (after an intervi.ew with Dr. Thomas and :;\ rr.
Saxor ) : .. I feel as jf T'd be en taken throngh a gasometer. I hope
tl:ey kno,," the exact amount I ('ontain."
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Final Word
It is a rare grace to know when to stop,
but be/ore placing our final period, we, the
Junior Class 0/ 191 I, wish to thank most
heartily all non-class members who have
helped in the completion of this volume. We
wish to thank in particular those members of
the English and A rt Departments who have
so kindly assisted us in our work.

After Thought

RIDDLE:
Where is the 1913 "Buzzer"?
Ask Pence.
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Patronize Our
Advertisers

THE RABE STUDIO

- - FINE - -

PHOTOGKAPHS

Mr. J. F. RABE
THE MAN WHO TOOK ALL P ,CTURES FOR THIS EDITION
OF THE BUZZER
135

NORTH

MAIN - - - - - - - - - - LOGAN'.
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UTAH

CACHE VALLEY
BANKING

co.

====------:-. CAPITAL $lOOtOOO.OO = = = = =

WE SOLICIT YOUR BlJSINESS

OFFICERS
GEORGE H. CHAMP t President
ALVIN H. THOMPSON t Vice-President
HYRUM HA YBALL t Vice-President
JOSEPH E. SHEPARD t Cashier
NATHANIAL W. HA WS t Asstt Cashier
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• COPVRIGH T, !~IQ

BY

A.M'N

COM' L

ADv"G

CO,'" 't

" A Man is known by the clothes that he wears"

A LMOST every man

has a Clothing
Whether it is realized
Ideal.
or not depends upon his choice of a
clothier. I Men who appreciate apparel
of distinctive quality have learned that
here is where their Good Clothes
Dreams come true.
Your Spring Outfit is ready
Overcoat, Suit, Hat and Furnishings

Thatcher Clothing Company
"THE COLLEGE HABERDASHERY"

Logan

Utah
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The University
is

0/ Utah

the Head of the Public School System of Utah.

In its SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES it offers
courses that give a broad and liberal education.

Pr actical courses in engineering are given in its
SCHOOL OF MINES. Its SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
prepares you for teaching; its SCHOOL OF MEDICINE,
to become a physician; and its DEPARTMENT OF
LAW, to become a lawyer.
Each school is well equipped for the work it gives,
and its credits are accepted in fu~l by the greatest
Universities in the Land.
Send for catalogue and illustrated matter and learn
what excellent advantages your own State offers for a
higher education.

Address: UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, Salt lake City, Utah

You cater to us, and
we'll cater to you

Royal Confectionery
85

North

Main

Both Phones
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WHY PAY MORE FOR YOUR
CLOTHING WHEN WE WILL
FURNISH IT FOR LESS

Murdock

THE HUB

CLOTHING

Candy Co.

CONIPANY

John H. Anderson
BEST QUALITIES, LOWEST
PR ICES, FANCY AND STAPLE
GROCERIES. SHOES, CLOTHiNG AND DRY GOODS

We manufacture all our
Candies, lee Cream,
She.hets and lec Cream
Cones. We pasteurize
our cream before
freezing. We filter our
water for fountain and
everything is up-to·date .

Bell Phone 421

ELIASON SISTERS
Ladies' Furnishings
LOGAN'S ONLY EXCLUSiVE
DRY GOODS AND MiLLINERY
STORE
84 MAIN STSEET

Ind. 184 D

CACHE VALLEY
MERCANTILE
COMPANY

S. B. THATCHER
DENTIST

71 North Main Street

LOGAN

GREEN. FANCY and STAPLE
Both
GROCERIES AND FINE
Phones
CHINA WARE

UTAH

FOR KNIT GOODS CALL AT

FONNESBECK

Buy Street Car
'7;ickets at the
Book Store

KNITTING
WORKS
RIGHT PRICE, RIGHT GOODS

THERE IS ONLY ONE KIND
OF SERVICEABLE PRINTING

The
Boosters Inn

~ality Printing

Whe,,, you relish what you eat
A. C. STRATTON, Mgr.
East of Cache Valley Bank

SMITH
THE QUICK PRINTER
DOES IT
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~~~~~~~~~~
~

Howell.Cardon Co.

~

~

The Woman's Shop

~

~
~.

The latest gowns
Ball slippers to match any gown

~
~.

..Ji:

Spring pumps for ~
college gir Is ~.

~~

~~~~~~~~~~
The College
f-iaberdashery
Our summer
line is now
on display.

Howell Brothers
LOGANS FOREMOST CLOTEI FRS
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The seasons
choicest
hats and
oxfords.

A straight line is the shortest
distance between two points.
Railroads are not built on strictly straight lines,
but it is always the aim of the progressive modern
railroad builder to have his road follow as near a
straight line as physical conditions will permit, or as
they can be overcome.
"~here is a

vast difference in the qualifica-

tions of different

radroads to bid for public

patronage.' ,
When a line affords the inducement of the best
equipment that money can buy, transports you over the
best constructed tracks and roadbed it is possible to
build

UNDER PROTECTION OF ELECTRIC
BLOCK SIGNALS
and the service is good and the route shortest, is this
not worthy of your consideration in traveling?

Invite you to enjoy this service to all points east.

CitlJ Ticket Office, 156 Main Street
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Carden Jewelry Co., Logan, Utah

=

WC\:~1Fr'@&Il:S

Fou: t
Pen

The Pen
with the
Clip-Ul

00

When
you buy
here you buy
satisfactio·n
1-

'In

Watches, jewelry, rings
Kodaks and supp lies

1883.191/
The established headquarters for
Books, Stationery,
School and Office
Supplies, Post
C ards and
Souvenirs, Wall
Paper, China and
Glassware, Toys,
Notions Etc. at
the lowest possible
prices.

WI LK INSON
&SON
Main Street
Logan
Across the Street from the
F eeletol Building
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~et

limit Your Spending
and SAVE the balance. That is a better
way to get a start financially than to limit
your saving and SPEND the balance.

us jfeatbe r Wour nest

Wm.
Edwards

It is surprising how quickly you can create
capital when you go about it in the proper
way and with determination.
With capital--reserve fund,--you are ready
for business opportunities that will surely
come to you. Remembe it is

Not Your Saving
alone that will make you indewendent.
Your money must be in a safe place and
must work for yOu.

Furniture

We pay 4 per cent . on time deoosits, compounded quarterly.

First National Bank
Logan,

Logan, Utah

Utah

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Clothes

THE REGAL SHOE
THE NO NA ME HAT

T ~-I E

MORRELL
CLOTHING CO.
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SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD

THREE SOLID
VESTIBULED TRAINS
EACH WAY DAILY BETWEEN

SALT LAKE

and

DENVER

P .,,"SSING T HRO UGH THE FAMOUS

CANYON of the GRANDE
EAGLE RIVER CANYON
RUBY CANYON
GLENWOOD SPRINGS

CANYON of the GUNNISON
GARDEN of the GODS
MANITOU SPRINGS
THE ROYAL GORGE

AND THE FERTILE FRUIT AND AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS
OF COLORADO AND UTAH

Pullman and Tourist Sleepers
FROM SALT LAKE TO DENVER. CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS
WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS
EOR FOLDERS. BOOKLETS. ETC" ADDRESS

F. A. WADLEIGH. G. P. A.

J. A. BENTON, G. A. P. D.

DENVER. COLORADO

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
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7 he Utah Agricultural
.. . College . ..
The School to attend for a Practical Education
Here the future men and women of the State learn how to
perform their life work successfully: how to plan and manage a.
dairy farm, a grain farm, whether arid or irrigated, a stock ranch,
a poultry farm; how to shoe horses and repair carriages and farm
machinery; how to keep a set of books for themselves or others;
how to plan and furnish a house in the most economical and sanitary way; how to prepare and serve a meal, and how to make a
dress or trim a hat.
Nor are the cultural subjects neglected.

All through the

course the student must take work in English, history, economics
and sociology, and modern languages. Music is optional.
The Utah Agricultural College offers the degree of B. S. in
four distinct schools: Agriculture, Home Economics, Commerce,
and General Science.

Short courses are given in these lines of'

work, and in Mechanic Arts.

For further information send for

a catalogue.

Address: The President's Office,
U. A. C., Logan, Utah
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Thatcher
Livery Co.

Whatever
is right

Best turnouts
for all occasions
Best saddle horses
for Gents or Ladies
Carriages for
Theatre or Ball

Thats
Our

Motto

Both Phones 1 6
Co- Ope

46 W. Center St., Logan

Dru~

Don't Fon!etthe Buzzer of 1912
Subscribe Now and H e/p the
Unfortunate Business Staff
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Co.

Remember the name "EAGLE" when in
Logan, Utah, the home of the Traveler

~R. MARSHALL, one of Logans Boosters,
~

and Mgr. of the new Eagle Hotel. The
hotel is strictly modern, hot and cold water,
telephone in every room, rooms with bath,
fine Dining Room and first class Barber
Shop in connection.

The best hotel north of Ogden
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FRESS AND BINDERY OF

SKELTON

PUBLISHING COMPANY

SALT LAKE CITY , UTAH

